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Presentation
SmileUrbo is a team simulation game in which eight players are given roles as members 
of a Village Board and must collectively decide the future of their small rural com-
munity. Together, players make various decisions that determine whether the village 
will keep developing or fail to progress and become a ghost town. Individual players 
must act within the group while pursuing private interests that correspond to their role.  
Players have three rounds to accomplish their priorities and save the village.

The collaborative nature of SmileUrbo creates an educational process that is based 
on personal interaction. Each player receives a description of their role that includes  
the attributes and priorities of their character. The interaction between the different 
roles of the characters within the game’s world moves the narrative forward.

The serious problems that impact the village in the game provide an engaging look  
at the developmental challenges our own civilization faces. As a concrete example,  
the village in SmileUrbo allows these issues to become nearer and more tangible. 
Among the real world mechanisms we encounter in the game is the “tragedy of the 
commons,” the idea of acting according to one’s own self-interest even though it is 
contrary to the best interests of the whole.

The universe in SmileUrbo is a simplification of reality, which is worth mentioning at 
the start of the game. The characters and the situations that take place are somewhat 
stereotypical. 

No game is capable of reflecting absolute reality, but good games allow for an un-
derstanding of mechanisms that operate in the real world.

All of the decisions the players make affect their points and have consequences on the 
development of the village; this is represented in the applied logic of the game matrix. 
While rich in detail, the game matrix does not reflect the great variety and heterogene-
ity of the social process. However, the game’s structure does permit players’ decisions 
to be quantified with a numerical score, and it is possible for teams to win.

While some realistic elements are inevitably lost, the game creates many educational 
possibilities that a lesson plan or video cannot offer. Within their roles, players learn 
through action, and are able to visualize and feel the consequences of their decisions 
in a safe setting in which their resolutions have no impact on real life. The game offers 
opportunities for learning, encourages experimentation, and facilitates changes in atti-
tude, which has extraordinary value as an educational activity.

The game has been created for the general public, students, as well as educational 
institutions, public administration, and business professionals.

Structure of the Manual

This manual will show you how to use SmileUrbo during the educational process  
and training. Here you will find information that will allow you to conduct a training 
session based on the game, regardless of your experience level. The manual has been 
written with the assumption that you have no prior experience with simulation games, 
and thus, have not used them as a professional tool until now. With this in mind, feel 
free to modify our methodology and adjust it to your needs.
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The document is divided into two main parts. The first includes a general description  
of the game and rules for its use. In the second part, you will find specific training mod-
ules and work methods that focus on:

social capital, time management, negotiation, democracy, interpersonal communica-
tion, sustainable development.

You can find technical information related to game play, (using the Educator Pan-
el, how to connect devices, printing instructions, etc.), by logging in as a user on  
www.smileurbo.com.

PART 1 of the manual contains the basics for using SmileUrbo during the education 
process.

Iconography

On the left side of the manual, there are a series of icons that will help you find informa-
tion and move around the chapters. They are: exercise, definition, knowledge module, 
energiser, group work, and discussion.

EXERCISE dEfINITION

WORK IN GROUPENERGIzER dISCUSSION

 KNOWlEdGE 
MOdUlE
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Introduction
1. Space

The space where you will play should be clearly delineated and closed off from people 
outside the game. The presence of accidental spectators can make it difficult for play-
ers to correctly adopt their roles and carry out a constructive debate.

Ideally, the site in question should be equipped with plenty of chairs and a round ta-
ble. This creates a comfortable meeting environment and ensures that all players are  
at the same level, with no one in a dominant position due to their location. The table is 
not an essential requirement to play, however it is recommended so that players can 
comfortably take notes.

The table as well as the chairs should be easy to move so that players have the option 
to move freely and rearrange themselves according to their needs. The space should 
be well ventilated and in no way claustrophobic. Lack of fresh air can have a negative 
impact on the game, especially if strong emotions arise.

2. Technical Requirements

To play SmileUrbo, the following are necessary:

•	 3 devices: a computer and two tablets (for the Investor and the NGO)

•	 Internet connection, preferably Wi-Fi. The game does not require too much 
data; in desperate cases, a hotspot from a mobile phone could work too

•	 A projector, which enhances the game experience

•	 A fast printer, if more than one round will be played.

You can find all of the answers to questions related to the technical part of the game, 
as well as a step-by-step description of how to connect to the Educator Panel once you 
have logged into www.smileurbo.com.

3. Time

The game is comprised of three 90-minute rounds. Time is tracked by the game clock 
which starts automatically once the game has started. The time for each round can 
vary; it can be shorter or longer. (Note: A longer round results in a penalty for players.)

If SmileUrbo is being played just for fun, regardless of its educational objectives,  
the total duration of the game is 6 hours, with two 10-minutes breaks, in addition 
to the time needed to print instructions between rounds. This is the minimum time  
for playing the entire game.

To conduct a training based on SmileUrbo, you should add at least 2 hours to the 6 
hours needed in order to highlight conclusions after each round and comment on  
the outcomes of the game. For this reason, we propose that a minimum of 8 hours 
should be allotted for the workshop.

Each round can be played separately, and any amount of time can pass between rounds. 
We propose that the sessions should be organized in cycles of one, two, or three days, 
but they do not necessarily have to be consecutive.

Playing SmileUrbo requires  
a minimum of 6 hours, but 
this option does not leave 
room for conclusions or  
a debate. SmileUrbo can be 
used as a fun exercise in team 
building, but this diminishes 
its educational value.

http://www.smileurbo.com/smileurbo/
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4. Timeline of the Game

These are our suggestions for how to schedule the game and how to divide the exercis-
es throughout each phase of the educational process.

Introduction to the Game

5 min – Introduction to the world of the game

5 min – Introduction to the rules of the game

30 min – Reading, internalization of the instructions, and Q&A

Playing Time

90 min – First round

10 min – Break

15 min – Reading of instructions for second round

90 min – Second round

10 min – Break

15 min – Reading of instructions for third round

90 min – Third round

Additional activities, which require more than 6 hours

Abandonment of the roles

Conclusions of the simulation

Game´s evaluation

Application of the experiences to real life
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Educational  
Cycle
1. Introduction to the Game

The established times on the above list are only a suggestion. To ensure the comfort  
of the players, the preparation of the game should not be less than 30 minutes. This time 
can be shorter if the instructions have been sent to the players beforehand.

1.1. Animation and description of the Game’s Reality

An educational game that does not have an interesting story cannot achieve its goal. 
Showing players the animation helps create a realistic environment. You will find the link  
to the animation in the Educator Panel. 

1.2. Story of the Game

Conveying the information through various channels helps the players better internalize  
the story and makes it easier for them to assume their role.  So, after viewing the animation, 
explain the game’s story to the players in your own words. In the package of instructions 
you will find the Description of the Village which will be helpful to players who learn infor-
mation best visually.

We find ourselves in a small rural village, located in an area near a lake, surround-
ed by mountains. The community is experiencing a sharp decline in general welfare;  
there is chronic unemployment and a serious problem with infant mortality. Moreover,  
the environment is deteriorating more and more each day.

The arrival of an Investor who wants to build a hotel in the village presents a good op-
portunity to change these pitiful circumstances.

The Village Board will need to make a decision about this project and about how  
to spend the community budget. Will they be able to save their village?

1.3. Introduction to the Rules of the Game

Rules of the Game

Before starting, you should make sure that the players understand the basic rules  
of the game. So that they do not feel overwhelmed with too much information, do not both-
er them excessively about the details; it is better to resolve issues as you go along.

The Rules of the Game are in the package of instructions. Distribute the four copies so that 
the players can refer to the rules in case they have questions. We suggest that you go about 
explaining the rules by dividing them into basic rules, which are the ones that are neces-
sary for the players to begin playing, and specific rules that you can go about explaining as  
the game develops.

http://www.smileurbo.com/smileurbo/
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Time

Basic Rules

•	 The game has three rounds and each round lasts 90 minutes.

Specific Rules

•	 If the players are not able to make decisions in the established time of 90 min-
utes, additional time will be added automatically. For every 15 minutes of addi-
tional time, each player will lose one individual point.

Voting

Basic Rules

•	 The decisions need to be made with the absolute majority of 4 votes.

•	 The voting is introduced using the Main Panel of the game.

Specific Rules

•	 During the game the players can hold private meetings, but during the voting, 
everyone needs to be present

•	 The players can abstain from voting, but in that case the minimum number  
of votes for absolute majority is still 4.

•	 The voting is valid once it has been sent through the system.

•	 One must remember that the decisions made in the first round will have an im-
pact on the development of the second and third rounds.

•	 If something has not been voted on during the current round, then it will not be 
possible to vote on it later on.

Budget

Basic Rules

•	 The local currency is the Urbo.

•	 In the first round the Village Board has 4,000 Urbos available.  The goal is to 
decide how to allocate this money in order to increase it throughout the course 
of the future rounds.

•	 The projects available in each round can be found in the Meeting Orders.

Specific Rules

•	 The players are not able to see the projects of the future rounds.

•	 The projects involve the village’s profits and expenses. Some involve a one-time 
revenue or expense and others will influence the annual budget. This is indicat-
ed in the following way:

R1 – profit/expense Round 1

R2 – profit /expense Round 2

R3 – profit /expense Round 3

∞ – profit /expense annual

The game’s budget is accu-
mulated from one round to 
the next. The Urbos that are 
not used in the current round 
can be used in the next.
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•	 The project’s costs are fixed and cannot be changed.

•	 The system will not allow you to send the vote if there are not sufficient funds 
in the budget.

Indicators

Basic Rules

•	 The Village Board aims to make decisions that improve the current state of the 
village.

•	 5 indicators measure the wellbeing of the village: life expectancy, employment, 
cost of living, environment, and food sovereignty.

•	 Each indicator has 3 possible states:

Green – Ideal situation

Yellow – Survival situation

Red – Catastrophic situation

 

Explain the initial state of the indicator by showing the demo version from the Main Panel.

•	 Life expectancy: not above 67 years old (red)

•	 Employment: the unemployment rate is around 40% (red)

•	 Cost of living: low prices, but on the rise (green)

•	 Environment: more and more degradation  (yellow)

•	 Food sovereignty: locally produced and sustainable consumption (green)

Specific Rules

•	 How to read the indicators?

initial state

state after the  
end of the round

Analysis

Basic Rules

•	 In each round, the NGO has the ability to consult up to four impacts of the 
Board’s decision on the village’s indicators (analyses).

Specific Rules

•	 The analyses can be seen on the mobile device that the NGO uses (NGO Anal-
ysis Panel).

•	 The Board members can also buy additional analyses using the Main Panel.  
The cost of each analysis is 500 Urbos.

Please be aware that  
the cost of living indicator  
can raise doubts among  
players, because when  
the cost of living increases, 
the indicator worsens.

The analyses do not accumu-
late. Those that are not used 
in the current round are lost. 
In the following round, four 
new analyses will become 
available.
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Individual Points

Basic Rules

•	 The players receive points for the decisions made by the Village Board.

•	 In the documents describing the roles, there is the corresponding point table.

Specific Rules

•	 During the game the players cannot show their points to each other.

•	 Each player is competing with other players that have played the same role  
in other simulations.

•	 At the end of each round, the players will learn the impact of their decisions  
on the indicators of the village and their individual score.

Game Objective

•	 The main objective is to improve the conditions of life in the village and to en-
sure that each player reaches his/her minimum individual points.

•	 If after three rounds there is a red indicator this means that the village does not 
survive, and everyone loses the game.

Additional Rules

The game has rules that are not written in the instructions but that the Educator must 
introduce.

•	 What is not explicitly forbidden is allowed. This is a basic rule of any game, but  
it is just a reminder. This will encourage the players to be more creative.

•	 What happens in SmileUrbo stays in SmileUrbo. It is a simulation game, so  
it causes strong emotions. It is important to explain to the participants that dur-
ing the game, one can get so wrapped up in their role that they end up behaving  
in a way they would not in real life. It is worth reminding players that even when 
acting out their role, they should maintain a polite demeanor.

•	 As the master of the game, you have the last word. When there are any doubts 
about the rules, you are the one who decides.

1.4. distribution of the “Roles and Rules of the Game”

Game Instructions

Once you have accessed the Educator Panel, you will find all of the instructions for  
the players in downloadable PDF files. The instructions are divided into separate packages 
for each round. With the exception of the first round, the downloadable files will vary based  
on the results of the previous round. Because of this, the instructions for the sec-
ond and third rounds will be available to print only after finishing the previous round.  
The package of instructions contains:

•	 Name Tags (only for the first round)

•	 Rules of the Game (only for the first round)

•	 Roles (new documents will be provided each round)

•	 Description of the Village

You may add your own rules 
to better adapt the game  
to the needs of each group. 
For example, if you are play-
ing with hyperactive young 
people or someone prone to 
acting aggressively, you can 
implement a rule that only 
person holding the stick can 
talk. This may help to estab-
lish order for rowdy groups.

http://www.smileurbo.com/smileurbo/
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•	 Meeting Orders (new documents will be provided each round)

•	 Attachments to the Meeting Orders (new documents will be provided each 
round)

Before each round the players should receive new individual instructions (Roles) and Meet-
ing Orders, with the additions that explain the content of each round. So, if you are playing 
one round after another, you will need a fast printer to print the instructions during the 
break.

Roles                                                                                                                   

Players’ roles are divided into two categories:

1. Village Board: Made up by these players with voting rights: Modern farm-
er, Traditional farmer, Spiritual leader, fisherman, Market Owner, School  
director

2. Players without voting rights: Investor, NGO

Players with these last two roles participate in Village Board meetings.  They have access 
to their unique tools. The Investor has access in each round to economic resources that  
he can use to make arguments during negotiations. The NGO has access to studies that 
show the consequences of the decisions taken by the Village Board on the indicators.  
Thanks to these studies, the Village Board can know which of its decisions are beneficial 
and which carry extreme risks.  

Assigning Roles

Choose the most appropriate way to assign roles depending on your assessment of 
the group: randomly vs. planned.  Each role has its own characteristics. Keep in mind,  
that the game’s dynamic is enhanced when participants with strong personalities play  
the roles of the Spiritual Leader and the Investor. It is important to ensure that they are 
capable of standing their ground and correctly using their respective tools. If you do not 
have anyone who fits these predefined profiles, opt for this simple way of assigning roles. 
Place role descriptions face down on a table or chair, and invite players to pick a spot.  
This is the quickest way to assign roles.

1.5. Explanation of the Main Panel of the Game

The game has three different interfaces that can be accessed by three devices:

•	 Main Panel  

•	 Investor Management Panel

•	 NGO Analysis Panel

Main Panel

During each round, players have access to software that supports their process for making 
decisions. This composes the mathematical heart of the game, showing the actual state  
of the indicators, the available projects, and most importantly the actual budget and vot-
ing table. It also calculates the results of each group decision and the individual results of  
the players.

Under optimal conditions, the Main Panel should be projected in a way that is visible to all 
the players.  

The Educator Panel contains video guides that will teach you the workings of the Main 
Panel.  

To enter the demo version of the Main Panel, go to the access link here.

ADVICE: From the Educator 
Panel, you can download the 
Rules of the Game, Descrip-
tion of the Village, Meeting 
Orders, and the Attachments 
to the Meeting Orders docu-
ments and send them to par-
ticipants by email before each 
round.  The Roles should not 
be sent, because that would 
carry a risk of an exchange 
of “confidential” information 
before the game.  Even if you 
have previously sent materials 
by email, you should always 
print them before beginning 
to play and hand copies to  
the players.  

The person that plays the role 
of the Traditional Farmer/
Mayor has to sit close to the 
computer with the Main Panel 
so that they can navigate and 
introduce the final vote.  

http://www.smileurbo.com/smileurbo/support
http://www.smileurbo.com/smileurbo/support
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Briefly review the screens included within the Main Panel so that players can see how  
to navigate it. Demonstrate the clock, the budget, the map, the option to buy an analysis, 
and the voting table. When you show the voting table, explain that votes can be entered  
on it and that the real count will not be completed until the final vote has been entered.  
It is important that players know that they can use the voting table as a rough draft on which 
they can enter their preferences. Spend more time on the indicator screen, and explain  
its current state at the beginning of the game.

1.6. Reading of the Roles and Questions

After introducing the description of the game and explaining the Main Panel, give out  
the directions for each role, and leave the players for 15-20 minutes so they can read their 
roles. Take advantage of this time to answer questions; advise them to ask their questions 
individually, not out loud, to keep the rest of the players from finding out the details of the 
other roles.  

1.7. Explanation of Tools to the Investor and the NGO

While the players are reading their roles, approach the Investor and the NGO and show 
them the workings of their tools.

NGO Analysis Panel

To enter the NGO Analysis Panel, enter the Game Code into the login box and choose  
the ‘NGO’ option.  On his/her panel, the NGO will find the list of all possible decisions  
to be made within the round. Upon making a concrete decision, the application will show  
the impact of each decision on the indicators of the village.  

Investor Management Panel

To enter the Investor Management Panel introduce the Game Code into the login box and 
choose the ‘Investor’ option. The Investor has their own budget that allows them to im-
pact the decisions of the Village Board. They have the possibility of supporting the village 
budget, of buying local products, and of corrupting players via bribery. Tell them that in the 
case of bribery, they do so at their own risk, and if they are mistaken, or if the bribed player 
does not deliver what was promised, there is no possibility of taking back the transfer.  

1.8. delivery of the Attachments to the Meeting Orders

If you see that most players have read their roles, while some others are still reading, give 
them the Meeting Orders with the Attachments so they can look them over before begin-
ning to play. The NGO always has shorter instructions than the other characters, so make 
sure he/she reads the attachments carefully. Make it clear that the players can consult 
these documents at any time during the game, so it is not necessary to read them before 
starting.

1.9. Adoption and Abandonment of Roles

The adoption and abandonment of roles is a crucial element of the beginning and end of the 
game. It represents the symbolic entrance and exit of the game-based universe. It marks 
the border between the simulation, which is an experimental field in which we can perform 
our roles, and the real world, where we must draw lessons from the experience.

Remember that in order  
to access the demo version  
of the Investor and the NGO,  
you have to use the Game Code 
from separate devices to enter 
the demo version of each panel.  
When the game begins, the 
system will redirect the devices 
automatically from the demo 
version to the real version.  

The analyses do not accumu-
late.  The NGO has four free 
analyses in each round,  
and the ones that are not  
used cannot be carried over  
to the next round.

The impact of the decisions 
on the indicators is calculated 
based on advanced mathe-
matical formulas; the arrows  
in the NGO Analysis Panel are 
a simplification and only show 
approximate values.

The Investor has a new budget 
each round; money that is not 
spent cannot be carried over  
to the next round. 

It is very important that 
the person who plays the 
role of the Traditional Farmer 
reads the Meeting Orders, 
because he/she is the mayor 
and will lead the Village Board 
meeting.
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2. What do You do during the Game?

In the first round, players face a completely new situation. First, they must adapt to their 
newly acquired roles and become familiar with the reality of SmileUrbo. In general, this 
can be a difficult time for the players and demands particular attention from the Educator.  
Be prepared for questions about technicalities and the process of playing the game.

2.1. Training Styles — Your Role in the Game

The game can be managed in many ways. For the purposes of this manual we offer three 
possibilities:

Master – the only thing that you have to do is to watch over the technical side (printing out 
the roles, giving access to the game, etc.), make sure that rules are followed, and resolve 
any doubts, if necessary.  Do not react to conflicts within the group or to interpersonal 
problems. This profile works very well in groups who know each other previously or who 
have experience with simulation games.

facilitator – in addition to managing the technical side, the Facilitator is also paying atten-
tion to the psychological needs of the participants. Observe the basic norms of dialogue, 
establish a training connection with the players, and intervene in critical situations. Create 
a secure environment for players and support the learning process. This profile works well 
if one wishes to develop soft skills in a setting that is comfortable and reassuring, leading 
the trainee by the hand. It is also advisable in groups where there is an internal conflict  
or when one or more of the players are obviously weaker and are not receiving support from 
the other members.

Moderator – your presence during the game is strong and obvious. You not only manage 
the technical side and observe the rules and relationships among the group, but you also 
moderate the learning process, which means paying attention to time and initiating pro-
ductive discussions. This profile is designed for weaker groups who do not know each other 
or groups that focus more on the narration of the game rather than the decision-making.  
This profile also functions well in immature groups, for example, in the case of adolescents.

Apart from any role that you choose, remember that you must be observing the group.  
We advise that you take notes, especially if the workshop is not completed on the same 
day or if there are long breaks between rounds. Your notes will be useful later when giving 
feedback to the group.  

2.2. What Is the Story in Each Round?

The first important decision is whether or not the village should allow the construction  
of the hotel. At this point the group has to decide on the location and size of the building. 
Whether the hotel is large, medium, or small, and whether or not it will be located on val-
uable land will determine how much money will be added to the village’s budget. At the 
same time, these two aspects strongly influence the village’s well-being indicators. This 
is complicated by the existence of personal points that each role earns from the differ-
ent decisions they have made. Balancing between the common good and individual benefit  
is one of the most important lessons that can be drawn from SmileUrbo.

In each round, players make new decisions related to available projects and legislation  
that may be approved by the Village Board. These choices depend on the collective decision  
of the players, which are based on the budget, among other factors.

The conditions of the second and third rounds depend largely on the decisions made  
in the first. The size of the hotel and its location can block or make way for new possibilities  
of development, and the village budget may be depleted quickly if poorly planned.

In Attachment 1 of this manual, you can find the table with all the issues that appear  
in the game, along with a detailed explanation of each.

http://smileurbo.com/smileurbo/trainers-guides
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3. Summary of the Rounds and the Game

Summaries of the rounds and of the whole game can vary greatly depending on the group, 
how one facilitates the game, the theme of the workshop, teacher preferences, and the 
amount of time used for the rounds.

In quick games played without breaks between rounds, you must carry out an extensive 
and thorough summary at the end of the third and final round. In this case, the brief sum-
maries between rounds should serve to bridge experiences and help players set aside their 
roles. But if you play for a longer amount of time with long pauses between rounds, be sure 
to present a summary at the end of each round. This will help fix mistakes, improve players 
ability to enact their roles, and facilitate exact conclusions based on each thematic variant 
(you will find detailed information in thematic chapters). 

3.1. Abandoning Roles

We suggest you introduce a symbolic abandonment of roles, because a number of situ-
ations emerge in simulation games that involve participants emotionally. This happens  
so often that it is necessary to create a defense mechanism. In this way, you can pre-
vent situations in which a player who is “hooked” carries certain emotions that were not  
expressed during the game with them into real life. It may be difficult for some players  
to abandon their role and return to real life, so it is important to try to end the experience 
on a good note.

The abandonment of roles can occur in either a symbolic or substantive manner.

•	 Change of Scenery: the group is taken into another room, the distribution  
of chairs is changed and the position of each player is switched at random.

•	 Change of Subject: a short question is introduced (for example: What was your 
life like a year ago?)

•	 Change of form: the players are asked to symbolically rip up and throw away 
their roles and then to “get rid of” their characters’ guises. They each write a let-
ter to the character they have previously portrayed (this exercise is particularly 
useful in cases where serious interpersonal problems occur).

•	 Energizer: a short physical exercise is introduced.

•	 “detachment” by the Educator: if the group has not displayed major problems 
when abandoning their roles, the simply announce that from now on they are no 
longer the Traditional Farmer, School Director, or Fisherman, but rather Martha, 
Charlotte, and Frank.

3.2. Concluding the Simulation

It is very important that the players are able to share their thoughts after completing  
the round. This supports the educational process and facilitates movement to the next  
stage. A basic method is to ask questions about how participants felt and what the experi-
ence meant to them.

Here is an example of a short list of questions

1. How did you feel playing your role? Did you identify with it?

2. Do you feel like you succeeded or failed to communicate effectively with other 
participants?

3. Are you happy with the decisions made at the village meeting?

4. Was it hard to make decisions?
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5. Can you identify a critical moment that changed the dynamic of the game?

You will find the complete list of questions that you can use in the Educator Panel. 

Players will definitely ask questions about their own and the other players’ results. It is 
worth explaining the score differences between various characters to them. It is also im-
portant to remember that players can only compare themselves with other players who 
have played the same role (thus, the Fisherman can compare himself with other Fisher-
men). To summarize, use the ranking that is available in the Educator Panel.

The following table explains how to interpret and analyze the results of players and teams:

NAME HOW SCORING WORKS WHAT TO lOOK OUT fOR

Indicators 
of the 
village’s 
well-being

The game has five well-being indicators:

1. Life expectancy

2. Employment

3. Cost of living

4. Environment

5. Food sovereignty

Each indicator has a three-tier scale:

Green – ideal situation

Yellow – survival situation

Red – catastrophic situation

If an indicator stays red after the game  
is over, all the players lose.

If there are still indicators in red by the end 
of the first or second round, it does not 
mean that the game or any points are lost. 
It is just a warning that the players need  
to focus on that particular indicator in the 
next round.

It is impossible to finish the first round with-
out a single red indicator. 

Most decisions will affect the indicators. 
The relationship between one thing and 
another can be inferred, but the analyses 
available to the NGOs provide information 
about the impact of each decision on the in-
dicators. It is worth paying attention to how 
much the analyses are being used.

Individual 
points

1. The range of potential points to be 
won varies in each round.

2. Each role has a range of different 
points.

3. Each character (except the Spiritual 
Leader, the NGO, and the Investor) 
can improve their score by accepting 
bribes.

4. Each role receives additional points 
at the end of the game if the indicators 
that are important to that role reach 
the green level.

5. At the end of the game, each player 
(excluding the Investor) will receive one 
additional point for every 2,000 Urbos 
remaining in the final budget balance.

6. The NGO is a special role. It does 
not have individual points but instead 
receives points at the end of the game 
for each green indicator and for the fi-
nal balance of the budget.

Most of the players will want to compare 
points with each other. It is important to re-
mind them that each role is compared with 
itself (e.g. the Fisherman with other Fisher-
men). It is impossible to compare the Tradi-
tional Farmer with the Investor of a team.

The well-being indicators do not always 
contradict individual interests, but each 
role will have to go against decisions that 
improve the state of the village at least once 
during the game.

An exception to this rule is the NGO. This 
role always has its own interest linked to the 
common good.

When analyzing the individual results with 
the players, it is important to look at how 
many of them met their minimum score.

http://smileurbo.com/smileurbo/trainers-guides
http://www.smileurbo.com/smileurbo/ranking
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Combined 
result of 
the team

Rankings allow for comparisons not 
only between players, but also between 
whole teams.

The calculation of the ranking position 
of the team is based on:

1. The final state of the indicators

2. If the players have reached their min-
imum score

3. The village’s budget balance

4. Corruption

5. Purchase of additional analyses

The rankings can give you information 
about:

1. The final state of the indicators

2. Executed projects

3. Corruption cases

4. Analyses employed

Teams who finish with even one red in-
dicator will appear on a chart as a losing 
team.

The comparison between teams can be done 
only after the third round.

It is worth paying attention to the state  
of the indicators and comparing one’s team 
with the best-ranked teams, analyzing which 
decisions they made.

It is important for the team’s final results 
that each character is happy with the final 
outcome. Players’ scores are reflected by the 
three colors on the indicators.

Players that finish in green add points to the 
global score of the village. Players that finish 
in red get points taken away from the over-
all team’s score. If all players finish at least  
in yellow (reaching their minimum), there is  
a bonus for the team.

The final balance of the budget shows if the 
financial standing of the village is stable. 
What matters is what the village earns yearly 
and not how much money was saved.

It is important for the team’s final result 
that the players were capable of confronting  
the challenge of saving the village without 
using non-ethical practices. If there was cor-
ruption, points will be deducted.

The game works based on a high level of un-
certainty. The number of free analyses is not 
enough to make fully confident decisions.  
For that reason, the team wins points at the 
end for the number of extra analyses bought.

If you have the time to do so, have the players 
make a prediction about the village’s future 
based on the decisions taken and the invest-
ments made.

3.3. Evaluating the Game

The whole game evaluation is an extension of the round summaries and the debate. 
The difference is that now, we are making a joint summary of the three rounds. After 
the third round, it is worth showing players the global ranking of the teams. It is very 
important to compare and evaluate the efforts after the game is finished. After com-
paring results, the players are full of energy and focused. It is time to take advantage  
of this energy and focus it on the debate with the intention of reaching the training 
goals.

The summary of the whole experience will change depending on the workshop and 
the knowledge, abilities, and attitudes that you want to transmit during the education-
al process. For this reason, you will find more information about the whole summary  
of the game in the thematic chapters of this manual. You can come back to the Round 
Summary section by clicking here.

3.4. Applying the Experiences to Real life

At the end of the round and/or the game, your aim is to encourage players to reflect 
independently, to draw conclusions, and to transfer the experience to their real life.  
The methodology to do this varies for each thematic version of the game (negotiation, 
interpersonal communication, time management, etc.). You will find these methodolo-
gies in the next chapters of the manual.

The game recap is one  
of the most important parts  
of the educational process. 
The debate about this inter-
esting experience forms  
the basis for future work  
with the team.
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In case you do not have enough time to create a whole workshop, a quick and effective 
method is to invite players to share their feedback. It is a good idea to do this in pairs 
so the players can transmit information about their behavior and get to know group 
reactions to this behavior. This process takes time and players should be provided with 
the following guidelines on how to properly give feedback.

Guidelines

•	 Choose 3 to 5 important issues to focus on.

•	 Start by highlighting something positive. Then follow up with what you con-
sider to be a weaker quality of that person and finish by giving a positive 
comment.

•	 If you are giving negative feedback, focus particularly on what can be im-
proved.

•	 If you think the team is not ready to give this type of feedback, it is also pos-
sible to do this as a group discussion, moderated by you.

4. Game flexibility

Space

•	 There needs to be space for 10 people (it does not have to be large).

•	 It is important that the players can leave the table and chat in private.

•	 SmileUrbo can be played in a café or another quiet public place, if the play-
ers agree.

Time

•	 There is a variation of the game in which time does not count. However, since 
workshops usually have a time limit, the game interface includes an auto-
matic timer. This encourages people to make decisions faster and improves  
the educational process.

Players

•	 The game is designed for 8 players who are at least 16 years of age.

•	 Players who are late – Do not start playing until all of the players have ar-
rived. You should wait 10 minutes for the whole team, and during this time 
read the instructions. If a player has announced that he/she is coming late, 
follow the advice after the next bullet point, so that you can avoid giving  
the most important roles to latecomers.

•	 Players who leave – If a player leaves during a round, the scenarios will not 
be as effective because it breaks the coherence of the experience. If a par-
ticipant is leaving the game early, you must ask him/her to indicate his/her 
vote. In this case, the group may protest, saying that those that are not there 
do not have the right to vote.

•	 More or less players – You can play with one less player. In this situation, 
we exclude the role of the NGO and all players have access to its applica-
tion (NGO Analysis Panel). It is possible to play without two players, but 
it is not recommended. If a player leaves between rounds, you should find  
a substitute. It is possible to have two players share the same role, but this 
may reduce the educational value of the game, so we do not recommend 
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role sharing.

6 players – not recommended

7 players – game without NGO

8 players – standard game

9 players – the additional player in the role of Mayor (more information in 
the chapter about democracy)

10 players – additional players in the roles of Mayor and Investor

11 players – not recommended

12 players – not recommended

13 players – not recommended

14 players – two parallel teams of 7 people each (without NGO)

15 players – two parallel teams of 7 people each (one of them without NGO)

Essential Roles in the Game

Round 1 – Investor, Traditional Farmer, Spiritual Leader

Round 2 – Fisherman (if the hotel has been built in plots 1 or 3), Traditional 
Farmer (if the hotel has been built in plots 2 or 3), Investor

Round 3 – School Director, Investor

Number of Teams Suitable for a Trainer

Ideally, one Educator will lead only one team at a time. If necessary, Educators may be 
able to lead two teams at once, in which case it is advised that they have some previous 
experience with the game. However, the teams must be close enough to each other 
that the Educator can move quickly from one to the other (preferably in rooms close  
to each other).



Part 2



Democracy
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Democracy
The Goals of the Workshop:

•	 Familiarize participants with concepts such as democracy, civic attitude,  
civic society and civic education.

•	 Introduce behaviors that are conducive to developing a civic attitude:  
respectful debate, methods of achieving compromise, accomplishing objectives  
for the common good, and exchanging constructive criticism.

•	 Experience the basic norms of civilized society.

•	 Reflect on active citizenship and democracy.

•	 Motivate participants to get active.

Exercises Before the Game 15 minutes

Electing the Mayor

Before starting Round 1, hold the election for the Mayor. This simple exercise will intro-
duce the topic of democracy to participants.

8 person option

Inform the players that before they can begin the game, they must first elect the Mayor. 
Explain the concept of majority vote.

The majority vote occurs when the number of votes for a proposal is greater than  
the votes against it, including any abstentions.

Carry out the voting process to reinforce the methodology of the game (majority vote, 
open voting). The person who receives the most votes will become the Mayor, who  
is the equivalent of the Traditional Farmer.

9 person option

Inform the players that before they can begin the game, they must first elect the Mayor. 
Explain the concept of majority vote.

The majority vote occurs when the number of votes for a proposal is greater than  
the votes against it, including any abstentions.

Carry out the voting process to reinforce the methodology of the game (majority vote, 
open voting).The person who receives the most votes will become the Mayor; in this 
case, their role will be distinct from the rest of the roles.

Remove the last page of the instructions for the Traditional Farmer and give it to the 
Mayor. It describes their skills in the game.

When playing with 9 players, 
the Mayor has an independent 
role.

If you like, you can introduce 
additional concepts such as 
qualified majority or relative 
majority in the summary  
of the round.
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1. Introducing to the Game

Introduce the players to the game using the instructions from the Part 1 of the Manual.

For the democracy workshop, it is essential to pay close attention to the assignment  
of roles. The right distribution will make the game more dynamic and increase the pos-
sibility of situations that will favor or interrupt the democratic process. It is important 
to work with the group after the game to discuss these situations.

distributing Roles

Pay attention to the existing dynamics within the group – this is especially impor-
tant if the players already know each other. The distribution of roles can be arbitrary  
or planned out. We recommend some planning to avoid complicated situations; partic-
ipants may also have a better experience if the roles are assigned according to every-
one’s capabilities.

There are two roles that require special attention:

Spiritual leader – their opinions and arguments are quite abstract and contrast with 
most of the other players’ opinions. This role should not be assigned to someone who 
tends to feel self-conscious or excluded; outsiders and scapegoats should not be cho-
sen for this role. Playing this character is difficult for people who do not typically step 
outside their own values and opinions.

Investor  – this role should be assigned to someone who is inclined towards the com-
mon good. This will help players achieve the goal of the game.

2. The Course of the Game

During the game certain situations may arise which will require your intervention:

•	 The participants are too focused on achieving individual objectives. From  
a civic education perspective, it is important to remind the group of the princi-
pal goal of the game and the importance of the common good. You can intro-
duce tools that help facilitate decision-making and encourage the participants 
to pay more attention to the consequences of their decisions. For example, 
prepare a list of pros and cons and work with the participants to share argu-
ments for and against a particular solution. (Whatever method you choose will 
depend on your comfort level with the students and the amount of time left 
until the final round.)

•	 If the participants exclude one of the players (they do not let them partici-
pate or tease them for their point of view), you must remind the group about 
the goal of the game and explain the principal rules of democracy – everyone 
has the right to express themselves freely, and they must treat each other  
as equals.

•	 The players forget that SmileUrbo is a role playing game, and they begin  
to impart their own beliefs onto the roles they are playing. This situation re-
quires a clear reminder that this game is a simulation, a theatrical scenario  
in which the opinions of the players are derived from the script, and reflect 
only the opinions of their given characters. If you have chosen the Facilitator  
or Master model, we recommend that you change your role to Moderator. 
You can find more information about the different ways to carry out the game 
 in Part 1 of the Manual – Training Style – Your role during the game.

•	 Group conflicts that originated outside of the game disrupt or threaten to ruin 
the game.  In these cases, we recommend taking a small break from playing. 

In SmileUrbo, decisions  
are made by majority vote.  
The Village Board may not 
make a decision with only 
3 votes in favor, even if the 
remaining 3 players abstain  
from voting. A minimum of 4 
votes is necessary to make  
a decision.

If you work with a group in 
which the divisions or inter-
personal conflicts are evident, 
we propose holding a secret 
vote where everyone writes 
the name of the person they 
would like to elect as the  
Mayor on a piece of paper. 
Your task will then be to count 
up the votes and announce  
the results.

Avoid making your interven-
tions too categorical. Remind 
the players of their goals for 
the game, explain the existing 
methods for achieving com-
promise, and highlight the  
key role every player has in  
the success of the simulation.  
If you have to intervene, do  
it in the gentlest way possible.
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If you are conducting this workshop in a school, you should consult the pro-
fessor. After the break, you can discuss the nature of these conflicts and the 
most effective ways to confront them. It is important that the parties involved 
express their opinions and their point of view. Only as soon as the situation  
is resolved will the game be able to continue. 

What Should You Watch Out for?

Make note of everything that is happening – how do the players treat each other;  
what arguments do they use; how do they argue with each other, etc. Try to get con-
crete examples for the following questions:

•	 What forms of debate helped facilitate the decision-making process?

•	 What forms of presenting arguments have helped during the debate?

•	 What could have been done differently?

•	 Are the players paying attention to the goal of the game?

•	 In the case that you introduced a concept, was it understood correctly?

•	 In the case where corruption arose, how was it perceived by the players?

•	 How have the players handled the topics related to the common good?  
How are they aligned with their individual interests?

•	 Was there any intent to marginalize one of the players? How did that affect 
the game?

3. Summary of Rounds 1 and 2 65 - 145 minutes

The summary between rounds always has a similar format, so you can use the template 
below to finish both rounds one and two. 

3.1. Abandoning Roles 5 - 10 minutes

Players in simulation games often become emotionally invested. Therefore, to avoid 
conflicts from the game being carried over into real life, remember that it is impor-
tant to help participants release their roles. You will find more information about ways  
to abandon roles in Part 1 of the Manual.

An energiser activity is a good way to move on from playing the game to discussing its 
results. Choose one of the suggested energisers, or use one you already know. The ac-
tual content of the exercise is not important in terms of the objective of the workshop. 

fortune Teller 10 minutes

Give all the participants a piece of a paper, and tell them to write down something about 
themselves (favourite food, personality trait, sport they play, etc.). Mix up the pieces  
of paper, and select them one at a time. Everyone tries to guess who wrote what. Please 
note: this game works with groups where participants already know one another.

Everyone Who... 5 minutes

The participants sit in a circle, on chairs, with one person in the middle without  
a chair (this could be you or you can nominate another participant). This person gives 
an instruction, which they must also follow. For example: “Stand up everyone who 
has brushed their teeth today.” Everyone who has brushed their teeth must stand up,  
and find a new chair, including the person who started the game. The person left with-
out a chair goes to the middle and gives a new instruction: “Stand up everyone who ...”.

 If you notice a drop in 
energy or low motivation 
in the group, or conversely, 
participants are too animated, 
we suggest that you do an 
energiser between rounds  
or at different points during 
the game.
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3.2. Concluding the Simulation 60-75 minutes 

Reflections and Conclusions 30 minutes 

This allows participants to share their impressions of the game. It is likely that  
the players will be impassioned and eager to chat about the emotions generated  
by the simulation, so this is a good starting point for discussion. In this part of the work-
shop you can use your notes from the first round [See: What Should You Watch Out 
For?]. Use the participants’ experiences and your notes to start the process of draw-
ing conclusions. The list below includes useful questions for the democracy workshop.  
At this point, refer to the following:

•	 The common good and personal interests

•	 The marginalisation of minorities (Spiritual Leader and Traditional Farmer)  
by powerful groups (Investor and NGO).

•	 The quality of the discussion

•	 The issue of corruption

•	 Obstacles in the decision-making process

•	 Compromise versus consensus 

Evaluating the Results 15 minutes  

At the end of each round, the system generates immediate results. For the workshops, 
it is not necessary to analyse them at this stage, but the majority of the participants 
will want to see how they have done and compare their results with everyone else’s 
[see Part 1 of the Manual]. This activity invigorates and energises the group, which can 
be useful for the exercises that follow. It also helps the participants make informed 
decisions. By analysing the ranking, the group will be able to set goals for the following 
rounds.

The Code of Conduct 15-30 minutes

Work with the players to create a list of good practices and helpful tips.

At the top of the flipchart, write: “Code of conduct for good citizens”. Ask the ques-
tion: “How should a good citizen behave?” Note the responses you get in the format  
of a code.

Suggested questions

•	 How should a good citizen participate in community life?

•	 How should a good citizen behave during the discussion?

•	  What should a good citizen do to make sure they make informed decisions?

Depending on the level and size of the group, and the time available, the exercise can be 
conducted in smaller groups or as a moderated debate. If you work in smaller groups, 
the workshop will take around 15 minutes longer.  

3.3. Applying the Experiences to Real life 30-60 minutes

After discussing the conclusions from each round, it is a good idea to relate the expe-
riences in the game to real problems. This part of the workshop depends on the issues 
that have arisen throughout the game.

To achieve the best results, 
base the workshop on issues 
that actually arose during  
the round. By referring to  
the players’ own experiences, 
they will become more en-
gaged in the game, and it will 
also help solidify the concepts 
they have learned.

The partial results at the end 
of the first 2 rounds are not 
definitive. It is impossible to 
finish the first round without  
a red indicator, but it is possi-
ble after the second round.  
A high number of poor indica-
tors at this stage does not in-
dicate failure; it only highlights 
the most important issues to 
be solved in following rounds.

Encourage the participants  
to amend the code at any point 
in the game.
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Representation of Citizens 20 minutes

Divide the players into teams of two. Each group has the same task: to summarise  
the Village Board meeting for the groups they represent (e.g. the Investors summarise 
it for the Board of their company; the Spiritual Leaders summarise it for the members 
of their community; the Traditional Farmers summarise it for the farming association, 
etc.)

The facilitator can decide which role each group assumes. For example, if a team 
comprises a Fisherman and a School Administrator, they could be asked to represent  
the school administration). It is a good idea to always choose the role that earned fewer 
individual points during the game.

Ask: “What did you achieve for us (the group being represented) at the Village Board 
meeting?”

This encourages participants to ask questions and evaluate the results of the meeting.

Key questions

•	 If you had to report your decisions to the group you represent, how do you 
think this would have influenced your attitude during the game?

•	 How would you like to stay informed by the people who represent you?

•	 How are you informed by the people that represent you?

•	 What could be done to improve the flow of information?

discussion 40 minutes

Below you’ll find some examples of themes for the debate:

 

The Role of leaders in the Construction of a Civil Society

Key questions

•	 Do you believe that those who are louder have stronger opinions and greater 
power within the Village Board? Why?

•	 What aspects do you focus on when you listen to your representatives?

•	 How would the ideal leader of the community be?

•	 Do you think that someone in a wheelchair has the opportunity to have a po-
litical career today? Why? 

The Common Good and Individual Interest

Key questions

Direct these questions to the group as a whole:

•	 What would happen if one of the participants dominated the debate?  
How would it influence the village’s situation and the interest of the groups 
represented by the players?

•	 Do you know of a similar situation in real life?

•	 What social mechanisms can be used to block the interests of individuals from 
harming the interests of the community?

Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 
who was elected four times  
as president of the United  
States (1933-1945), was in  
a wheelchair, but he hid  
it from the public.

The game cannot be won if  
a player has reached the max-
imum point value. The excep-
tion is the NGO, which gains 
points for welfare indicators.
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The Marginalization of Minorities and Groups without Representation

 Key questions

•	 How have you taken care of the interests of different social groups?

•	 What can be done when some people are not happy with the decisions made 
by the Village Board?

•	 What does the outcome mean for the village’s community?

•	 What are the long-term consequences of your decisions?

 

4. Summary of Round 3 135-195 minutes 

4.1. Abandoning Roles 5-10 minutes

This step is the same as was described previously in this chapter and Part 1 of the 
manual.

4.2. Concluding the Simulation

This step is the same as was described previously in this chapter and Part 1 of the 
manual.

The summary of the last round is the most important part of the workshop. This is the 
moment in which participants are able to let go of their emotions and communicate 
freely about their experiences and opinions.

 4.3. Evaluating the Game 30 minutes  

This is a substantial part of the workshop. The trainer’s role is to evaluate the results  
of the simulation. If you have not paid much attention to Attachment 1 where we de-
scribe the basic questions of the game, now is a good time to consult that information.

We also recommend that you check the group’s results in the ranking. Now that the 
results are final, you can begin evaluating the group’s decisions and achievements.  
But, you must keep in mind the goal of SmileUrbo’s educational process; by asking 
guiding questions, you will be directing the participants’ attention toward the most 
important issues in the game. Below is a list of questions you may find useful: 

•	 How have different decisions influenced the game?

•	 What were the critical decisions that determined the good or bad outcome  
of the game?

•	 How did analyzing the results affect the game?

•	 What impact did the questions raised during the workshop (the marginaliza-
tion of minorities, the respectful debate, etc.) have on the quality of the deci-
sions?

•	 What is the score level of the players who were representing minorities?

•	 Was there any way to improve the overall result?

 

http://www.smileurbo.com/smileurbo/ranking
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Applying the Experience to Real life 70-125 minutes

definition of Terms 30 minutes

Invite the players to create definitions for the some of the concepts from the workshop: 
democracy, civil society, citizenship, representation, consensus, compromise, etc.  
You can do this by dividing the participants into groups and assigning each group  
a definition, which they then must submit to the other participants. Group work will 
significantly accelerate the process and allow them to create more definitions, while  
at the same time including more participants in the activity.

final Exercises 10-65 minutes

If you have not had enough time to organize a debate or work through some exercises 
between each round, be sure to do it after the third round. In this case, discussion is the 
best way for players to share their experiences and compare observations. Choose one 
of the discussion formats proposed previously. The trainer’s responsibility is to lead the 
discussion in the most effective way in order to meet the goals of the workshop.

If a debate has been done after each round, then we offer a series of possible exercises 
that will enrich the discussion. Depending on the time available, you could work on 
more than one exercise.

Thinking about the experience of the game, encourage participants to consider it as  
a whole (not analyzing separate rounds) in order to reflect on the consequences of their 
actions. Here are some suggestions:

draw a Map 25 minutes

Ask players to draw how the village would look 5 or 10 years after the end of the game 
and to present it to the rest of the group. This task will allow them to carefully analyze 
the community’s situation and help them see the game from a broader perspective.

Character Sketch 15 minutes

This technique gives human characteristics to objects or places. Ask players to describe 
or draw the village as a person. Let them focus on its physical appearance and charac-
ter traits. This exercise can be done in groups or as a large debate that you moderate.

Recover the Thread 15 minutes

If during the game there has not been time to discuss any of the issues you listed, or if 
you think there is an important issue that was missed during the workshop, now is the 
time to redirect the conversation in this direction.

Verifying the Code of Conduct 10 minutes

In the event that, after each round, players were taking note of their observations for 
the code of conduct, the final verification can be done at this point.

final Summary 30 minutes

A good way of bringing the workshop to an end is to launch into a round of questions 
for each participant.
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Key questions

•	 What have you learned about yourself thanks to this experience?

•	 What would you like to change about your behavior?

•	 What are you going to do to be a more conscious citizen?

You can answer first. Every person after you answers the same question. Each response 
should last a maximum of 1 minute.

At the end of the workshop, the participants should:

•	 Understand the concepts and definitions that appeared in the summary  
of round 3.

•	 Free themselves from the emotions of the game and know how to apply  
the game to real life.

•	 Understand the importance of respectful debate, the common good, and  
consensus in the life of the local community.

•	 Have a more active and aware attitude within society.

•	 Be more motivated to participate in democracy.



Sustainable 
Development
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Sustainable 
Development
Goals of the Workshop:

•	 Introducing and explaining the idea of sustainable development.

•	 Making the participants aware of the interdependence between the environ-
ment, the economy, and society.

•	 Developing measures that foster sustainable development;

•	 Presenting development indicators that reference the principles of sustaina-
ble development.

1. Exercises Before the Game

Introduce the participants to the game using the tips contained in Part 1 of the Manual.

It is important for the participants in the sustainable development workshop to under-
stand what attitudes, values, and interests motivate their characters’ behaviors during 
the game.

1.1 Introducing the Game and Assigning Roles — “Web” 15 minutes

Goal of the exercise

•	 integrating the group;

•	 establishing a relaxed atmosphere;

•	 introducing the topic of sustainable development, understood as a web of in-
terdependencies.

“Web” and Electing the Mayor

Request that the participants sit in a circle, and hand out post-in notes (labels). If the 
participants do not know one another, suggest that they write their name on the label 
and the first word that comes to their mind that relates to sustainable development and 
that begins with the first letter of their name. In the groups in which the participants 
know one another, the participants can write any word they associate with sustainable 
development on the labels.

Once the participants are ready, give one of them a ball of string. Each participant says 
their name and/or a word related to sustainable growth, sticks the label to their chest, 
and throws the ball to another person, who does the same. After all the participants 
are introduced, the last person who introduces themselves throws the ball to the par-
ticipant who, according to them, has the label that they consider to be the best word 
association. After four minutes, the Educator ends the game. This way a web of mutual 

NOTE: Before the first exer-
cise, you should establish  
a contract with the group 
about the basic rules that 
everyone will follow during  
the workshop.
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associations is formed between the participants.

The participant who holds the most strings (that is, the ball was most often passed  
to them), becomes the Mayor (if there are 8 participants, the person becomes the Tra-
ditional Farmer). If several participants hold the same number of strings, either the 
older or the one with a name that is alphabetically first becomes the Mayor.

Assigning the Roles:

Once the Mayor has been elected, tell the participants about the other roles and re-
quest that the group appoints the participants whose labels match to each role:

•	 Modern Farmer

•	 Market Owner

•	 Fisherman

•	 Spiritual Leader

•	 School Director

•	 Investor

•	 NGO

Summary of the exercise

Note that when the participants were throwing the ball, they created a web. Ask them 
what possible symbolic meaning it could have. You can give them suggestions by asking 
these questions:

•	 Why did you form the “web”?

•	 If you are a part of the web, are you dependent or independent?

•	 To what extent does each of you have freedom of movement without influenc-
ing others?

•	 What are the advantages that can be derived from interdependence with  
others?

•	 What are the possible hazards of such interdependencies?

2. Gameplay 90 min

During the successive rounds you may encounter situations which will require your 
intervention:

•	 Members of the group exclude one of the players from the game: they do not 
allow someone to speak, do not take their opinion into account, mock their 
views, etc. Remind the participants of the integration exercise. Remind them 
that the world and their village is a network, a ”web”, in which everyone de-
pends on everyone else. Because of this, taking account of others’ opinions is 
a good idea.

•	 Participants forget about the fact that the experiment is a game and begin 
to identify the views and beliefs of the characters with the opinions of the 
players. This is the moment at which the participants should be very clear-
ly reminded that the game is a simulation, the situation it theatrical, and 
the opinions of each person are assigned to them by the script. If the model  
of managing the game you adopted was the Facilitator or the Game Mas-
ter, we recommend you change it to the Moderator model. More about how  
to manage the game in Part 1 of the Manual – Training Styles – Your Role  
in the Game.

If there are 9 participants,  
you also need to pick a person 
to be the Traditional Farmer.

Once the roles are distributed, 
remind the participants that 
they are representing the in-
terests of their social groups. 
Points they gain during the 
game directly influence the 
improvement or deteriora-
tion of the community they 
represent.

Education about sustainable 
development is also called 
education about interdepend-
encies.
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•	 Group conflicts from outside the game environment surface during the game 
and threaten the well-being of the workshop’s participants – we suggest you 
“pause” the educational experiment and a take a break. If you are a coach-
ing a group of students, you can consult this situation with the class teacher.  
Do not return to the game until the crisis is resolved. Discuss with the group 
the nature of conflict, what are its positive and negative aspects, and how do 
you deal with it. It is important to ensure to the participants that the conflict 
can offer an opportunity to state their case and present their point of view.

2.1. What Should You Watch Out for?

During the game, pay attention to:

Relationships between the participants:

•	 What alliances are formed?

•	 Who tries to reach an agreement with whom?

•	 Who enters into conflict with whom?

•	 What values guide the participants in making decisions? When and how  
do they verbalise these values?

Arguments of substance provided by the players:

•	 Are the participants concerned about the well-being of the community or only 
their particular interests?

•	 Are the participants concerned about the well-being of the community only 
when it is overlapping with their particular interests, or also at times when  
it would result in the loss of individual points?

•	 Which arguments referring to sustainable development are mentioned most 
often, and why?

•	 Which participants most often refer to subjects related to the protection  
of environment, the development of the economy, and the problems of the 
local community?

•	 Are the participants trying to predict how their decisions will affect the indica-
tors of the quality of life in the village?

Try to take notes of your observations and specific examples of statements made  
by the participants, which will be answers to the questions listed above.

3. Summary of Rounds 1 and 2

Summary between the rounds looks similar, so you can use the scenario below both 
after the first and the second round.

3.1. Abandoning Roles 5-10 minutes

Simulation games often impact the players emotionally, so in order not to carry the 
game conflicts over into real life, make sure to guide the players out of their roles.  
You can read more about ways to abandon roles in Part 1 of the Manual.

A good way to separate the simulated game reality from the discussion of the results  
is the energiser. Select one of the proposed energisers, or use one of your own. Below 
we present three possible exercises that touch on the topic of the workshop and the 
three areas of sustainable development.

If you notice that the group is 
running out of steam, the par-
ticipants are becoming a bit 
lethargic, or on the contrary 
- they have too much energy, 
we suggest that you conduct 
the energisers between 
rounds or during different 
parts of the game.
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Machine

Divide the participants into groups (the groups do not have to be equal in size,  
but they should have at least 3 people). Each group’s task is to build a imaginary machine 
with their bodies in order to make a product that will affect the environment according  
to the principles of sustainable development. The machine can be, for example, ecolog-
ical, economical, can foster economic development, and/or make people happy. Other 
participants will then have to guess what the machine produces. Remember that each 
member of the group has to be a part of the machine.

True / false

Sit in a circle. Each of the participants will introduce themselves and provide three 
pieces of information:

•	 Something they like about nature (an animal, a plant, a fruit, a vegetable,  
a geographical area, etc.)

•	 A product/brand of something they like (foodstuffs, clothes, toys, games, etc.)

•	 Something they like about their community (traditions, customs, etc.)

Two pieces of information must be true, and one must be false. The task of the other 
participants is to identify which information is false.

Toilet Paper

This game is an opportunity to talk about limited resources. The more you take  
and consume, the more responsibility you take for the availability of the resources used.

Pass a roll of toilet paper around. The participants can take as many sheets as they 
want. Then ask everyone to provide a piece of information about themselves for each 
sheet taken.

3.2. Concluding the Simulation 60-75 minutes

Reflections and Conclusions 30 minutes

During this stage of the workshop, the participants share their experiences and emo-
tions from the game. When moderating the discussions, begin with the question,  
“How was it?” Then, ask, “Why was that?”, and “What can we conclude from that?”.

During the discussion make use of your notes [See: What Should You Watch Out For?], 
and consider these additional questions:

•	 During the game, you created a web of interdependencies. How did this work?

•	 What interdependencies between the players have surfaced?

•	 What values were important to you when making decisions? Did you defend 
them, and if so, how?

•	 How did the decisions you made influence other players and the village?

•	 Can you point out the most important indicators?

•	 Will the village be able to develop further if one of the indicators is omitted?

•	 How can we foster sustainable development in all areas?

As a result of the discussions (and of the earlier games and exercises), the participants 
should come to the conclusion that sustainable development is a balance between  
the environment, the economy, and society. Development of any one of these elements 
can and should support the others. 
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SOCIETY ECONOMY

ENVIRONMENT

3.3. Evaluating the Results 15 minutes

At the end of each round, the system generates immediate results. For this workshop, 
it is not necessary to analyse them at this stage, but the majority of the participants 
will want to see how they have done and compare their results with everyone else’s 
[See: Part 1 of the Manual]. This activity invigorates and energises the group, which 
can be useful for the exercises that follow. It also helps the participants make informed 
decisions. By analysing the ranking, the group will be able to set goals for the following 
rounds.

4. Knowledge Modules

In this part of the manual, we present a few modules to develop knowledge and skills 
for sustainable development. It is up to you the order in which you do them, but pay 
attention to which stage of the game you are introducing which subjects.

4.1. Areas of Sustainable development (after Round 1) 

Sustainable development is possible if we can harmonise three key areas: the environ-
ment, the economy, and society. Together with the participants of the workshop, think 
about what factors can affect each of these areas.

Exercise

Prepare 3 flipcharts, one for each area: the environment, the economy, and society. 
Split the participants into 3 groups. Each group’s task is to enter at least 3 factors 
that affect their assigned area such as air pollution, unemployment, life expectancy, 
groundwater levels, etc. The groups then switch flipcharts so that they end up with  
another group’s flipchart. Compare each group’s outcomes and, then choose the 3 
most important factors that affect each of the areas.

Additional questions for the discussion

•	 How do the areas you mentioned (environment, economy, society) affect the 
game’s indicators?

The partial results at the end 
of the first 2 rounds are not 
definitive. It is impossible to 
finish the first round without  
a red indicator, but it is possi-
ble after the second round.  
A high number of poor indica-
tors at this stage does not in-
dicate failure; it only highlights 
the most important issues  
to be solved in following 
rounds.
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•	 What happens if we neglect one of the areas (reference to specific examples)?

•	 What advantages can be derived from sustainable development?

•	 What can you do for the village to make its development more sustainable?

4.2. Self-Sufficiency and ‘localness’ (after Round 2) 

The principle of sustainable development is associated with the notions of “localness” 
and self-sufficiency. Using the products and services produced in the immediate area 
supports local economic and social development and also contributes to the protection 
of the environment. As a group, think about a particular community’s sovereignty and 
how this affects its development. During the discussion, you may introduce the con-
cept of “food miles” and relate them to the issue of food sovereignty that is referred to 
in the game.

Additional questions for the discussion

•	 What local products and services do the villagers have access to? If the locals 
buy from local producers, how will it affect the latter?

•	 What products or services can be provided locally for you, but for some reason 
are not? Why is this? How can this situation be changed?

•	 Why is it good to support and buy from local service providers?

•	 What advantages can be derived from the self-sufficiency of a particular com-
munity, and what are the possible threats to self-sufficiency?

•	 Why is it a good idea to limit food miles, and how can this be done?

4.3. Sustainable development — definitions  (After Round 3)

Ask the participants to form groups, and request that each group formulates a defini-
tion of sustainable development. Encourage them to use knowledge and experiences 
from the games and exercises.

The groups will then present the results of their work. Compare the definitions they 
came up with the one developed by United Nations:

Definition from the 1987 Our Common Future Report, prepared for the United Nations 
by the World Commission on Environment and Development: 

“Sustainable development of the Earth is a development that meets the basic needs  
of all human beings and which conserve, protect and restore the health and integrity  
of the Earth’s ecosystem, without compromising the ability of future generations  
to meet their own needs and without going over the limits of long term capacity of  
the earth’s ecosystem.”
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5. Summary of Round 3 135-195 minutes

5.1. Abandoning Roles 5-10 minutes

This stage is the same as in the Part 1 of the Manual.

5.2. Concluding the Simulation 30 minutes

Afterthoughts and Conclusions

This stage is the same as in the Part 1 of the Manual.

A summary of the last round brings together the entire workshop. At this stage, it is 
important to allow each of the participants to freely verbalise the emotions they have 
experienced during the game.

5.3. Evaluating the Game 30 minutes

Discussing the final results of the game and evaluating the group’s progress is an 
essential part of the workshop. During the discussion, try to direct the participants’  
attention to issues that directly relate to sustainable development. 

Additional discussion questions

•	 How do you evaluate the status of the indicators you achieved during  
the game? Are they aligned with the principles of sustainable development?

•	 If you could play the game one more time, would you make different decisions? 
If so, how?

•	 Which of the decisions were critical to the good or bad outcome at the end  
of the game?

•	 How does familiarity with analysis affect the outcome of the game?

•	 How did the issues discussed during the workshop (self-sufficiency, “local-
ness”, interdependence between the areas of sustainable development) affect 
the quality of the decisions made?

•	 Do you think that the village’s development was sustainable?

5.4. Applying the Experience to Real life 70-125 minutes

Sustainable Balloon

We recommend doing this exercise if you are working with young people. Adults may 
prefer to do a summary discussion instead. The task can be performed all together  
or in smaller groups.

On a whiteboard or flipchart, draw a balloon attached to a basket and ropes anchor-
ing it to the ground. Write “sustainable development” on the basket. Ask the players  
to write several factors on the balloon that will allow it to fly. Next to the ropes, ask 
them to write what will make it difficult to take off. Encourage the participants to use 
knowledge and experience gained from the workshop.

When discussing the results of the group’s/groups’ work, think about what can be done 
to help the balloon fly and how to get rid of the anchors that hinder sustainable devel-
opment.
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5.5. Principles of Sustainable development 10-65 minutes

Encourage participants to draft a set of rules that foster practical implementation  
of the principles of sustainable development (all together or in smaller groups).

Additional discussion questions

•	 What advice would you give to workshop participants who have not yet played 
SmileUrbo or who are only preparing to participate in the game?

•	 Is sacrificing individual interests for the good of the village a good idea?

If the answer is affirmative, ask: In a situation in which one of the players has 
completely sacrificed their interests for the good of the village, will all of the 
social groups develop at the same pace?

If the answer is negative, how can the indicators be influenced to ensure  
all members of the society are content?

•	 When making decisions during the game, what was most helpful, and what 
was interfering with your decisions?

•	 What was motivating you when making decisions? Your particular interests  
or values? Has your approach changed in subsequent rounds?

•	 If you had to name the most important thing that you learned during the work-
shop and the game, what would it be?

final Summary 30 minutes

To summarise the workshop, ask the participants the following questions:

•	 What I have learned about myself from this simulation?

•	 What would I like to change about my behaviour?

•	 What can I do to help my community develop in a sustainable way?

At the end of the workshop, the participants should:

•	 Know the terms that were introduced in the knowledge modules.

•	 Be able to spot the interdependencies among the environment, the economy, 
and society.

•	 Know how to act in accordance with the principles of sustainable develop-
ment.

•	 Understand the difficulties of applying the principles of sustainable develop-
ment in daily life.

TIP: Begin the discussions 
with willing participants first. 
If there are none, begin with 
yourself, and then person next 
to you should respond, going 
(counter) clockwise.
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Negotiation
This chapter describes a negotiation workshop you can facilitate using SmileUrbo, 
with a group that has little or no experience with negotiation methods and techniques.  
This part of the manual is divided into knowledge modules, enabling the Educator  
to customize each section to fit the group’s educational needs and capabilities.

Goals of the Workshop:

•	 Learning through practice how to successfully negotiate.

•	 Developing an array of problem solving skills.

•	 Learning basic negotiation techniques.

•	 Understanding differences in negotiation styles and strategies: interest and 
position based negotiations, win-win negotiation, and the best alternative 
to a negotiated agreement (BATNA).

1. Introduction to the Game

Introduce players to the game using the tips from Part 1 of the Manual. It is important 
to correctly assign roles in this negotiation workshop, as it will ensure more dynam-
ic gameplay and intensify the interaction between players, giving the Educator more  
interesting material to work with.

Assigning Roles

Pay attention to the dynamic of the group from the start, and take note of how well  
the players already know each other. You may assign the roles randomly or deliberate-
ly. It is beneficial, however, to assign at least two roles (Spiritual Leader and Investor)  
to individuals whose confidence and excellent communication skills make them stand 
out from the group.

Spiritual leader – their opinions and arguments are quite abstract and contrast  
with most of the other players’ opinions. This role should not be assigned to someone 
who tends to feel self-conscious or excluded; outsiders and scapegoats should not be 
chosen for this role. Playing this character is difficult for people who do not typically 
step outside their own values and opinions.

Investor – This role should be assigned to someone who is inclined towards the com-
mon good and who likes finding unconventional solutions. This will help players achieve 
the goal of the game. 

A great choice for these roles would be participants who are popular and likable.

Ice Breaker 5-15 minutes

You may invite players to take part in a simple ice-breaking exercise if the members 
of the group do not know each other or if you are unsure how to choose the Spiritual 
Leader and Investor.
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•	 Tell the players that you want to memorize their names using mnemonics, 
which makes it easier to remember each person. This may also encourage  
the elderly members of the group to participate.

•	 Ask each participant to come up with an adjective that best describes their 
personality. The first letter of the adjective should be the same as the first let-
ter of their first name, for example, Serious Susan, Crazy Charlie, Independent 
Irene, etc.

•	 The Educator begins. Then, going clockwise around the room, each participant 
repeats all the name+adjective sets they heard before and adds their own.

 

This simple exercise will help break the ice and get the players in the right mindset  
for the game. It will also allow the Educator to observe the way each person approach-
es the task and how the group reacts to their ideas. Just the choice of adjectives alone 
may hint at who should take on the most challenging and vital roles. In a group of 8, 
this exercise should not take longer than 5 minutes. In a group of 16, this may extend 
to 15 minutes.

2. Gameplay 90 minutes

During each round, you may encounter situations that will require your interven-
tion. Unlike the workshops about democracy or teamwork, however, the negotiation 
workshop participants have a bigger allowance for dirty moves during gameplay,  
and the Educator’s interference should be minimal.

Find more about how to play in the game in Part 1 of the Manual – Training Styles – Your 
Role in the Game.

2.1. What Kind of Situations Call for an Intervention?

The players forget that SmileUrbo is a role playing game, and they begin to im-
part their own beliefs onto the roles they are playing. This situation requires a clear  
reminder that this game is a simulation, a theatrical scenario in which the opinions  
of the players are derived from the script, and reflect only the opinions of their given 
characters. If you have chosen the Facilitator or Master model, we recommend that 
your change your role to Moderator.  

Group conflicts that originated outside of the game disrupt or threaten to ruin the 
game. In these cases, we recommend taking a small break from playing. If you are con-
ducting this workshop in a school, you should consult the professor. After the break, 
you can discuss the nature of these conflicts and the most effective ways to confront 
them. It is important that the parties involved express their opinions and their point  
of view. Only as soon as the situation is resolved will the game be able to continue.

2.2. What Should You Watch Out for?

Make note of everything that is happening – how do the players treat each other, 
what arguments do they use, how do they argue with each other, etc. Try to get con-
crete examples for the following questions:

•	 What negotiation style are the players adopting (position or interest based)?

•	 Are the players trying to maximize their individual point scores?

•	 Are the players trying to improve the well-being indicators of the village?

•	 Do they care for the good results of other players, or are they trying to bring 
them down?

In order to proceed with  
this exercise, it is necessary 
to make a contract with the 
group to allow for the use  
of first names.
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•	 What kind of arguments do they provide to support their position, if any?

•	 What kind of techniques are they using, if any?

•	 How do they research the needs of the other parties, if at all?

•	 Do they adapt a “rough” approach to people and problems?

3. Summary of the 1st and 2nd Round 110-265 minutes

Reviewing the game after each round takes place in a similar way, which is why  
the below scenario can be used after the first and the second round. 

3.1. Abandoning roles 5-10 minutes

Simulation games often impact the players emotionally, so in order not to carry  
the game conflicts over into real life, make sure to guide the players out of their roles. 
You can read more about ways to abandon roles in Part 1 of the Manual.

3.2. Conclusions 85-210 minutes

Reflections and feedback 30 minutes

Allow the players to share their feelings about the game. This will allow their emo-
tions to be released and give the players a sense of togetherness. At this stage, players  
will likely be excited and willing to share their feelings and emotions about the simula-
tion. Their accounts will make a good starting point for further discussion. Make sure to 
use your notes to give feedback to the players. [See: What Should You Watch Out For? 
and Part 1 of the Manual, 3.4 Applying the Experience to Real Life].

If you are leading a group that has no previous knowledge of negotiation, move on to  
a moderated discussion that incorporates mini-lectures about particular tools and the-
ories. If you are working with an advanced group, you may devote more time to giving 
feedback and relating the players’ experience to negotiation methods and techniques.

Round Results Evaluation 15-30 minutes

At the end of each round, the system immediately generates the results, which should 
be discussed with the group. Most participants will want to compare their results and 
find out how well they did [See: Part 1 of the Manual].

This activity improves the group’s dynamics and energizes the players, which will prove 
useful with subsequent exercises. It is also very beneficial when it comes to conscious 
decision making. By analyzing the ranking, the group can set goals for the following 
rounds. 

3.3. Knowledge Modules

In this part of the manual, we’ll present a few optional modules to build knowledge and 
skills related to negotiation. It is up to you the number and order in which you do them.  

What is Negotiation? 20 minutes

This is an excellent starter module for beginners and a good starting point to begin 
sharing knowledge. Write a definition of negotiation together with the group.  To short-
en the process, it is helpful to start with the classic definition of negotiation, which is 
based on the 5 following statements:

The partial results at the end 
of the first 2 rounds are not 
definitive. It is impossible to 
finish the first round without  
a red indicator, but it is possi-
ble after the second round.  
A high number of poor indica-
tors at this stage does not in-
dicate failure; it only highlights 
the most important issues to 
be solved in following rounds.
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•	 Negotiation is a way of reaching an agreement,

•	 in which at least 2 parties are involved,

•	 who are bound together by interests, some of which are contradictory,

•	 and that can be communicated with each other.

•	 The goal of negotiation is to improve the state which both parties are currently 
in.

Helpful questions

•	 How many parties can participate in a negotiation?

•	 What should occur between the two parties for them to be able to start ne-
gotiating?

•	 When is negotiation impossible?

•	 What are the parties trying to achieve and what obstacles will they encounter?

•	 What kinds of action can the parties take to change the present situation?

 

Position-Based Negotiation vs. Interest-Based Negotiation” 30 minutes

This module can be conducted in the form of a lecture about negotiation strategies.

POSITION-BASEd NEGOTIATION INTEREST-BASEd NEGOTIATION

The negotiated goods are limited. The negotiated goods aren’t limited, but often 
they have to be discovered. 

The other party is seen as a competitor  
(or even an enemy). 

The other party is seen as a partner.

Position-based negotiations are highly com-
petitive, and it is harder to maintain a good 
relationship with the other party.

Interest-based negotiations assume coopera-
tion between the parties.

Negotiating is about taking turns to present 
each party’s position, which brings both parties’ 
positions closer to a mutually accepted solution.

Negotiation turns into joint brainstorming, 
which should yield a big number of ideas  
that might help solve the problem.

The first suggestion from each part is also the 
best possible offer. Each consecutive suggestion 
is worse, so it is a trade-off.

The parties choose an option that will best sat-
isfy the needs of all parties, preferably based on 
objective criteria that were determined at  
the very beginning of the negotiations.

The position-based approach is more effec-
tive when the number of goods is actually 
limited, interests of both parties are mutually 
exclusive, and the relationship with the other 
party is irrelevant or is not as essential as a 
short-term gain.

The interest-based approach is possible only 
when parties have a high level of trust within 
each other. Agreements reached this way help 
build good relationships and result in greater 
overall satisfaction than position-based nego-
tiations do.
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Helpful questions

•	 Which was the predominant strategy used in the previous round?

•	 Which strategy helps build agreement?

•	 Which strategy is better for the good of the whole village?

•	 Which strategy is better for your individual interests?

•	 What can be done to move from position-based negotiation to an inter-
est-based negotiation? Is it worth doing it?

 

Negotiation Styles  20-30 minutes

Start by referring to players’ behaviors and the strategies they used during the game  
as a starting point for a discussion.

Helpful questions

•	 Which one of you avoided confrontation?

•	 Which one of you made compromises?

•	 Did you feel that some participants played to improve their own score over 
that of the village?

Draw a negotiation style chart together with the participants.

Maximizing 
one’s own score

RIVAlRY
win / lose

COOPERATION 
win / win

COMPROMISE

AVOIdANCE 
lose / lose

AdJUSTMENT 
lose / win

No regard for other 
parties’ interests

Caring for other 
parties’ interests

Giving up one’s 
own gai 

Helpful questions

•	 What is your negotiation style?

•	 How did you negotiate in the last round?

•	 Which negotiation style yielded better results, and why?

•	 Which style has the biggest potential to build lasting relationships?
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Win-Win Negotiation 20-30 minutes

This module should not be the first knowledge module to be introduced during  
the workshop. Start the discussion by referring to the previous module. Then, try to 
consolidate the group’s knowledge about win-win negotiations.

Helpful questions

•	 Who feels that they finished the last round with a good score?

•	 Did you make compromises during the gameplay? Was it the best solution?

•	 Do you know the term win-win negotiation?

•	 How do such negotiations differ from regular negotiations?

 

Win-win negotiations are those that end in a settlement that is satisfactory for both 
parties. A vast majority of negotiations end this way because the negotiation process 
in general is oriented towards mutual benefit. Win-win negotiations can be recognized 
by the following features:

•	 All parties involved are satisfied with the outcome of the negotiations.

•	 The needs of the participants, including psychological needs, are satisfied.

•	 Results anticipated by all participating parties are accomplished.

 

5 steps to win-win negotiation

The best approach is to illustrate the negotiation process with the participants through 
discussion. If the group actively participates and has considerable experience or knowl-
edge about negotiation, we suggest making discussion the dominant mode of this part 
of the workshop. However, if the participants are rather withdrawn or inexperienced,  
a lecture might be a better option.

1. Define the problem; write down the needs and capabilities of all parties.

2. Generate possible solutions - the more, the better.

3. Evaluate these solutions. A good idea would be to establish objective evalua-
tion criteria.

4. Make your decision by way of consensus.

5. After implementing the solution, check if it can be improved. 

Helpful questions

•	 Did all parties start with full knowledge about how to negotiate?

If the answer was yes: In that case, did the School Director know about the 
contract between the Investor and the food suppliers?

•	 What should be done to make sure everyone knows what the other parties 
want?

•	 In position-based negotiations, parties negotiate against each other. Can 
you imagine a negotiation in which participants negotiate as a team to solve  
the problem?

•	 Who should evaluate the solutions, and how should they do it?

•	 What would happen if any of the parties were unhappy with the agreement?

Win-win negotiations are 
about making further nego-
tiation impossible because 
the best possible agreement 
has been achieved and agreed 
upon by all parties. In other 
words, further negotiations 
will not lead to any additional 
gain.

A consensus is not a compro-
mise. Compromising means 
that each party has to give 
something up in order to reach 
an agreement. Consensus is  
a solution that does not 
require any party to give up 
anything in order for everyone  
to be satisfied with the 
solution.
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BATNA 60 minutes

This module should not be the first knowledge module to be introduced during  
the workshop. The concept can be presented through discussion with the participants,  
but lecture should also be incorporated. It is very important to encourage the partici-
pants to try out BATNA before starting the following round. 

Helpful Questions

•	 How can one be well-prepared for negotiation? How have you all prepared 
yourselves for the game?

•	 Have you thought about how much you can afford to give up or compromise? 

•	 How does one open up a negotiation? How much larger should our first of-
fer be in relation to the expected result/offer? Please provide examples from  
the game.

Other  
partie´s gain

Initial
offer

Initial
offer

Resistance
point

Resistance
point

Resistance
point

Resistance
point

Bottom
line

Bottom
line

Aspirational 
level

Aspirational 
level

BATNA

BATNA

Our
gain

AREA Of AGREEMENT

GlOSSARY: 

BATNA – the best alternative to a negotiated agreement. In other words, this is  
a method that protects the interests of the negotiating party in the case of a misunder-
standing during the negotiation. 

Area of agreement – the area or values between the bottom lines of both negotiating 
parties. This shows us the extent to which the parties may reach a negotiated agree-
ment.

Aspirational level – the goal of negotiations, what we strive for.

Bottom line – determines the value of the lowest cost-effective agreement. The bot-
tom line is determined with respect to BATNA.

Initial offer – also called the introductory position. This is a very important element 
while building a strong stance in negotiations. Due to the specific practices of posi-
tion-based negotiations, the initial offer is that which you “compromise” or “step down 
from.” A high offer makes it easier to reach the level one actually hopes to achieve. 
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Resistance points – designated level, usually just above the aspirational level and  
the bottom line.  It is a warning that helps to effectively defend our interests.

In preparation for the next round, encourage participants to calculate their BATNA, 
bottom line, and aspirational level. Below are instructions on how to do so.

1. The common denominator for determining the results of the game is points.  
Therefore, all lines are calculated according to their roles. Each player keeps track 
of his or her points and keeps this to themselves.

2. At this point, it is worth figuring out what each person’s BATNA is. In other words, 
if one does not continue with the discussion, then what happens? Do you have 
other options to save the village? Players should realize that there is no alterna-
tive and that they will lose the game because they cannot save the village without 
negotiating.

3. Looking at the table, each player’s role has a minimum target, which is the worst 
option that is good enough. This is their bottom line. 

4. Now have the participants decide on an aspirational level. Ask them to decide  
how many points they want to attain during this round, and this number will repre-
sent what they hope to accomplish.

5. To calculate resistance points, ask participants to draw an axis and place their 
designated value (according to their role). This will allow them to create a visual  
of where a resistance point should be placed. It must be greater than the bottom 
line.

6. To calculate the initial offer, it is worthwhile to overshoot at first so it can be 
lowered to meet the aspirational level. Ask participants to prepare an offer that  
is higher than the aspirational level and to mark it on the axis. 

7. Like points, indicators also affect the outcome of the game. Add these indica-
tors to the axis so the participants can see where there is room for improvement  
and what has worked well thus far..

8. When the BATNA, bottom line, and aspirational level have been calculated, be sure 
to double check the values for possible revisions.Completing this exercise before 
negotiating allows participants to prepare themselves for what lies ahead. Many 
times during negotiations, participants can forget their interests or the original 
goal, which is why it is a good idea to write them down before starting.  

How to Effectively Compromise in a Negotiations Agreement 45 minutes

The art of effective compromise is an easy topic to work out with beginners. Guide the 
participants through the principles below, and write down their responses on the flip 
chart, adding their comments and/or suggestions. Use the words of the participants as 
much as you can to describe each statement.

•	 The first compromise should come from the opposing side.

If the other party agrees to a small compromise in the beginning, they will 
likely be willing to make compromises later on as well. Compromises do not 
need to be a direct part of negotiation agreements. One party may propose  
a change in the setting or ask to borrow a pen. Anything that will ultimately 
have the other party give something away or make a concession is valuable. 
Naturally, it is best to compromise on an issue that is the subject of the ne-
gotiation.
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•	 Every compromise leads to a loss, which should be effectively expressed  
to the other side.

Expression is a very effective method of avoiding compromises. Shaking the 
head, wearing a sad facial expression, showing an empty pocket, and hold-
ing one’s head are all gestures that can block compromise. Theatrical and 
non-natural use of these gestures may actually have the opposite effect. Your 
best bet is to say directly: „This is a very big loss. I’m losing quite a bit from 
this compromise. „

•	 Never compromise twice.

If the other party is attempting to force you into more than one compromise, 
you must repeat yourself like a broken record, saying that you have already 
made concessions; now it is time for the other side to do so. On the other 
hand, persuading the other side to make more than one compromise is a very 
effective method of influencing the outcome of the negotiations.

•	 Glorify your compromises while downplaying others’ concessions.

Always emphasize how much you have given up to reach a compromise. Even 
a simple list of concessions will show the other party that you have lost a great 
deal already, and there is no more room for further compromises. Conversely, 
you should instigate compromises from the other side, and make their con-
cessions seem smaller and insignificant. You can emphasize your concessions 
by using phrases such as “we gave up / in excess of/ greater than / over / lot 
more than X, when you left the price just / only / barely / less than Y...”

•	 Any further compromise should be smaller.

This shows the other side that you have less and less to give, so if they want  
to come to an arrangement, they must settle as well.

Guiding questions

•	 Why does it matter who agrees to the first compromise?

•	 How does the order of the concessions usually look?

•	 How do you convince the other side that there is nothing more that you can 
give?

3.4. Applying the Experience to Real life 15-30 minutes

The activity after the second round will consist of collecting and summarizing acquired 
knowledge and skills. This will be especially beneficial when experience from the previ-
ous rounds is used to draw conclusions for future real-world scenarios.

Negotiator’s Code of Conduct 15-30 minutes

Together with the participants or in groups, create a list of conclusions that the partic-
ipants gathered from their experiences.

At the top of the list, write “Negotiator’s Code of Conduct.” Ask participants how  
a good negotiator should behave, and write down the answers in the form of a code 
of conduct or set of rules/recommendations. Ask participants to comment on each 
point. Together, think about what would happen if you were to behave contrary to  
the code of conduct. Try to paraphrase the conclusions of the participants, using  
the concepts learned in the Knowledge modules. Below you will find our version of the  
Negotiator’s Code of Conduct:
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1. Separate the person from the problem. The person with whom you are negotiating 
is not part of the problem - they are part of the solution.

2. Take a “soft” approach to people, while having a “firm” approach to the problem. 
Harsh communication may impact people the wrong way, which will raise their 
defenses and interfere with achieving an agreement.

3. Determine objective selection criteria that will satisfy the needs of all parties.

4. Focus on interests, not positions. The arguments presented by the other party 
are reflections of their needs. Understanding the other side can open up creative 
options that lead to custom agreements, which are more profitable than the pre-
viously understood positions.

5. Work on generating creative solutions. This approach is often referred to as  
“expanding the pie.” In the case of negotiations, position-based parties are focused  
on winning the biggest piece of the pie for themselves. In successful negotiations, 
the task is to find a solution that best fits the needs of all parties.

Depending on the level, the size of the group, and the available time, this exercise can 
be performed in subgroups through moderated discussion. Working in subgroups will 
result in a training that is 15 minutes longer. The Negotiator’s Code of Conduct should 
be saved for the next meeting.

4. Summary Round 3

Discussion of the games between rounds in a similar fashion, so below you can also use 
the screenplay after round 3.

4.1. Abandoning Roles 5-10 minutes

This step is the same as it was described previously and as in Part 1 of the Manual.

4.2. Concluding the Simulation 60-120 minutes

Reflections and feedback 30 - 60 minutes

This step is the same as was described earlier in the Part 1 of the Manual.

This step allows participants to share their impressions of the game. It is likely that 
they will be impassioned and eager to chat about the emotions generated by the simu-
lation, so this is a good starting point for discussion.  

4.3. Evaluating the Results 30-60  minutes

This step is the same as it was described previously and in Part 1 of the Manual.  
After the third round, the final results can be compared among teams and players.  
This stage will likely take more time than the first and second round. Be sure to show 
the participants their results, and let them compare with the other teams. Remember 
that at this stage, the system has all the data from the game and the rankings are com-
plete. The negotiation workshop is often the most competitive out of all the workshops.

4.4. Applying the Experience to Real life 60-135 minutes

The last round is an ideal time for providing significant feedback to players. Negoti-
ations practice and learning from one’s mistakes are extremely important outcomes  
in this workshop. After the third round, the level of knowledge among participants  
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should be much higher than prior to the beginning of the game. It is likely that feed-
back from previous rounds has impacted players’ behaviors in the subsequent rounds.  
Therefore, we propose discussing the game in pairs.

feedback in Pairs 10-30 minutes

1. Put the participants in pairs. It is important that the pairs were those who  
negotiated with each other throughout the course of the game .

2. The participants’ task is to give each other feedback according to the method 
described in Part 1 of the Manual. These guiding questions may help:

•	 What are the strengths of the person you are talking to?

•	 What are the weaknesses of the person you are talking to, and how do  
you think they could have played better?

•	 Describe a time during the game in which your partner was the center  
of attention.

3. Each person has three minutes to provide feedback, then they switch.

We propose that this activity last 30 minutes. Any longer and participants will lose 
interest.

discussing the Game 15-45 minutes

After feedback in pairs, we propose discussing a situation that was crucial in the nego-
tiation process. Focus on a few basic questions:

•	 Which moment of the game was critical for the final result?

•	 What happened in this situation?

•	 Who was a game-changing player?

•	 How did it affect the game or its outcome?

•	 What do you think was valuable in this situation (using a trick, bluffing, a key 
compromise, convincing the group to make a certain decision, etc.)?

Conclusions 20-30 minutes

This review of the workshop will help participants analyze and solidify the material.

•	 Divide participants into groups of 4-6 people. Give them a flipchart and mark-
ers.

•	 Each group will list the 5 most important things they learned during the 
training. Give them 10 minutes. At this time, display the Negotiator’s Code  
of Conduct in a visible location.

•	 Next, each group has 5 minutes to present their list in front of the other par-
ticipants. Each item on the list should be supported with concrete examples 
and reason.

•	 After the presentations, place the flipchart next to the Negotiator’s Code  
of Conduct, and compare.

final Summary 15-30 minutes
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At the end of this process, each participant in the workshop should be able to comment 
in front of the entire group. Often this takes the form of answering questions in a clock-
wise manner at the end of the game. 

Choose one question to ask to the person next to you (in a clockwise manner)

•	 What have I learned about myself from this simulation?

•	 How can I be a more effective negotiator?

•	 What am I taking away from this workshop?

Each answer should last no longer than 1 minute.

At the end of the workshop, the participants should:

•	 Be familiar with the concepts and definitions discussed in the knowledge  
modules including interest and position-based negotiations, win-win negotia-
tion, and the best alternative to a negotiated agreement (BATNA).

•	 Be capable of effectively and strategically negotiating.

•	 Be able to apply their experience from the game to real world scenarios. 



Time 
Management
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Time  
Management
Goals of the Workshop:

•	 Making participants aware of the benefits of planning their own work and  
the process of making conscious decisions.

•	 Explaining basic time management techniques.

•	 Developing a Time Management Code and tips on how to work efficiently.

1. Introducing the Game 40 minutes

Introduce the players to the game using the instructions from the first chapter of the 
Manual.

For this workshop, the players should understand  their own individual goals as well  
as those of the Village Board. They must become familiar with their character’s  inter-
ests and allow those motives to guide them during the game.  

Exercises Before Round 1 — Assigning the Roles 10 minutes

Be sure to schedule time to integrate the group before starting the rounds 1 and 2.  
If the participants do not know one another, a preliminary exercise will help break  
the ice and build relationships within the group. 

Get the stopwatch ready. Depending on the dynamic of the group:

•	 Ask participants to quickly assign roles – you can impose a time  
limit for this.

•	 Or follow the instructions in Part 1 of the Manual, (i.e. assign roles yourself,  
or pull names from a hat). Whichever you choose, start the timer and track  
how long it takes.

Reflect on the previous exercise. Remind participants that time is one of our most pre-
cious resources and how we use it can affect all aspects of our life. Therefore, it is 
important to manage time in a sensible and effective way. You can ask these questions:

•	 What is “time management”?

•	 Why is it worthwhile to manage your time well?

•	 What are some good time management practices? When should you use 
them?
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Exercise Before Round 2 — “Quotes” 10 minutes

Everyone sits in a circle. In a prominent place, lay out a set of quotes about time (stick 
on the wall, on the table, etc.). Ask participants to choose one quote that they most 
agree with or find most intriguing. Ask each participant to read the quote they have 
chosen, and explain why they find it the most interesting or appropriate.

Set of quotes

•	 The ideal time for action is NOW!  Mark Fisher 

•	 There are thousands of ways to kill time, but nobody knows how to resurrect 
it.  Albert Einstein 

•	 Learn from the mistakes of others: you cannot live long enough to make them 
all yourself.  Jacques Deval

•	 We talk about killing  time as if it were not time that kills us.  Alphonse Allais 

•	 The time we have is short; but we waste a lot of it, in one way or another, and 
life is long enough to do great things, if we use it well.  Seneca 

•	 Compared with the ability to organise daily work, everything else in life  
appears childish.  Johann Wolfgang Goethe 

•	 Time is like the wind: if used well it can take us anywhere.  Lothar J. Seiwert 

•	 We always have time for everything if we use it well.  Johann Wolfgang Goethe 

•	 What is important is seldom urgent, and what is urgent is seldom important.  
Dwight D. Eisenhower 

•	 Action without planning is the cause of every failure. Alec McKenzie 

•	 I dream of suspending time. I would like to return to some of the crossroads 
in my life, carefully read the words on the signposts and take a different  
direction.  Janusz Leon Wisniewski 

•	 Everything is possible. The impossible just takes longer. [...]  Dan Brown 

2. Gameplay 90 minutes

When Should You Intervene?

During the rounds that follow, situations may arise where you need to intervene:

•	 If the participants exclude one of the players (they do not let them par-
ticipate or tease them for their point of view), remind the group of the goal 
of the game, and explain the rules of democracy – everyone has the right  
to express themselves freely, and they must treat each other as equals.

•	 The players forget that SmileUrbo is a role playing game, and they begin 
to impart their own beliefs onto the roles they are playing. This situation  
requires a clear reminder that this game is a simulation, a theatrical scenario 
in which the opinions of the players are derived from the script, and reflect 
only the opinions of their given characters. If you have chosen the Facilitator 
or Master model, we recommend that your change your role to Moderator.  
You can find more information about the different ways to carry out the game 
in Part 1 of the Manual > Training Style: Your role during the game

•	 Group conflicts that originated outside of the game disrupt or threaten  
to ruin the game.  In these cases, we recommend taking a small break from 
playing. If you are conducting this workshop in a school, you should consult 

Remind players that during 
the game they should be 
making their decisions in less 
than 90 minutes. Participants 
are deducted 1 point for every 
15 minutes of additional time 
they use.
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the professor. After the break, you can discuss the nature of these conflicts 
and the most effective ways to confront them. It is important that the parties 
involved express their opinions and their point of view. Only as soon as the 
situation is resolved will the game be able to continue.

There is more information about how to manage the game in Part 1 of the Manual – 
Management style – Your role during the game.

What Should You Watch Out for?

How participants organise their work

•	 Are participants organising their work in any way (individually or as a group)?

•	 Have they chosen a group leader who manages times and organises the work 
of the Village Board?

•	 Has anyone taken on the role of leader and assumed the responsibilities of the 
Mayor? If so, who is the real leader?

•	 Which activities take the most time (analyzing a decision about whether or not 
to buy, debating about the location of the hotel, etc.)?

•	 How long did it take to reach the first agreement?

•	 Does the group prioritise tasks?

•	 Do they distinguish between important and less important issues?

•	 How does the group dynamic change when the players feel the time limit  
toward the end of the round?

Relationship between players

•	 Are participants able to agree on creating a plan of work for the Village Board?

•	 Do their relationships make it difficult to work efficiently (e.g. fighting for po-
sitions in the group, engaging in conversations that do not focus on the main 
issue, etc.)?

•	 What effect do conflicts have on the group (do they help to improve decision 
making, do they waste time...)?

•	 What types of interpersonal relationships help facilitate quick and positive  
decision making? 

Make notes of your observations, and write down specific examples of things the par-
ticipants have said in response to these questions.

3. Summary of Rounds 1 and 2 

The summary between rounds always has a similar format, so you can use the template 
below to finish both rounds one and two.

3.1 Abandoning Roles 5-10 minutes

Players in simulation games often become emotionally invested. Therefore, to avoid 
conflicts from the game being carried over into real life, remember that it is impor-
tant to help participants release their roles. You will find more information about ways  
to abandon roles in Part 1 of the Manual.

An energiser activity is a good way to move on from playing the game to discussing 
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its results. Choose one of the suggested energisers, or use one you already know.  
The actual content of the exercise is not important in terms of the objective of the 
workshop.

How long Is a Minute?

Ask participants to sit in a circle in silence. When you say “GO”, everyone must close 
their eyes and calculate a minute in their heads (you can increase the time to two 
minutes for groups of adults). Ask them to open their eyes when they think a minute 
has passed. Keep track of the time, and take note of everyone’s results. The energiser  
is over when the last player opens their eyes.

This exercise provides an opportunity to demonstrate how time is relative. Each person 
has a different rhythm, which is important to consider when we manage our time.

Princesses, Knights, dragons

This energiser is similar to the game paper, rock, scissors. Divide the participants 
into groups, and ask them to decide who will play each role: princess, knight, or drag-
on (they must decide in 30 seconds). Their roles will be a secret to the other groups.  
Then, the groups will play against each other. Each round begins with the first players 
counting down  (3, 2, 1), and then making their specific gesture:

•	 The dragons use their hands to mimic the creature’s nose.

•	 The knights make a gesture like stabbing the dragon with a sword.

•	 The princess bows in gratitude.

Who is the winner? The dragon eats the princess; the knight kills the dragon; the prin-
cess defeats the knight with her gratitude. However, if the players do not all make  
the right gestures (for example, if someone in a group makes a mistake and the knight 
mimics the dragon’s nose), the team loses.

This exercise provides an opportunity to talk about effective time management with-
in a group. Remember, the participants must decide quickly which role they will play  
in secret (so that the other group does not hear them) and adapt to the group’s deci-
sion (i.e. each person has to memorize the gesture that corresponds to their charac-
ter). Talk to the participants about what they found difficult and fun about this game.  
Which decisions they make quickly? How much longer could they continue playing?

3.2 Concluding the Simulation 30-45 minutes

Reflections and Conclusions 30 minutes

During this part of the workshop, participants share their experiences and talk about 
the emotions that they felt during the game. When moderating this discussion, begin 
by asking “How was it?”; then follow with, “Why did that happen?” and “What was  
the conclusion?”

During the debate, use your notes  [See: What Should You Watch Out For?] and  
the following questions:

•	 How did you plan the town meeting?

•	 Looking back, do you think you managed the meeting effectively?

•	 Is there anything you would change in how you organized your work?  
What effect would that have had?

•	 Which problems could have been addressed later on, and which should have 

If you notice a drop in  
energy or low motivation in 
the group, or conversely, par-
ticipants are too animated, 
we suggest that you do an 
energiser between rounds  
or at different points during 
the game.
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been given more priority?

•	 Did you think you needed additional information to make your decision?  
If so, what? How would your actions have changed with the additional infor-
mation?

•	 How can you be more effective in the next round?

Evaluating the Results 15 minutes  

At the end of each round, the system generates immediate results. For this workshop, 
it is not necessary to analyse them at this stage, but the majority of the participants 
will want to see how they have done and compare their results with everyone else’s 
[See: Part 1 of the Manual]. This activity invigorates and energises the group, which 
can be useful for the exercises that follow. It also helps the participants make informed 
decisions. By analysing the ranking, the group will be able to set goals for the following 
rounds.

4. Knowledge Modules 115-155 minutes

In this part of the manual, there are several modules that help participants develop 
time management skills. The selection of these modules depends on the facilitator.  
In any case, we suggest following them in the order provided. 

4.1. Eisenhower Matrix 40-55 minutes

The process of establishing priorities should be guided by two factors: 1) the impor-
tance of the task and 2) the urgency of the decision. In general, we focus on what is 
urgent (what needed to be done yesterday), while we procrastinate on important items 
that affect our development and progress. This is because important issues do not 
exert the same amount of pressure on us as urgent issues. The Eisenhower Matrix is  
a useful tool to determine which task is most important. The four quadrants indicate 
how we dedicate most of our time.

URGENT NOT URGENT

Important

Not Important

The partial results at the  
end of the first 2 rounds are 
not definitive. It is impossi-
ble to finish the first round 
without a red indicator, but it 
is possible after the second 
round. A high number of 
poor indicators at this stage 
does not indicate failure; 
it only highlights the most 
important issues to be solved 
in following rounds.
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Exercise: Based on the number of participants and their level of professional expe-
rience, have players work either on an individual basis (when the group is small),  
in pairs (when working with a medium sized group with similar backgrounds), or in 
teams (when working with a larger group from a variety of backgrounds). 

Ask the players to reflect on the decisions they made during the previous week and 
the actions that affected their work, family, and personal lives. Using this information, 
they should fill out the Eisenhower Matrix, and then show theirs to the other members  
of the group.  

Discussion Questions

•	 Which of these decisions was most important to you?

•	 Which of these tasks has the most impact on your life when it comes to achiev-
ing your goals?

•	 Which of these tasks evokes the most stress?

•	 Which of these tasks would you like to spend more time on, and which would 
you like to spend less time on?

Based on the players’ responses, explain the significance of each category using  
the information below:

Important, Urgent

This category includes the most important tasks that also evoke a strong feeling  
of urgency. Remember that the goal is to manage your time in such a way that all of 
your tasks do not end up in a single category.

Important, Not Urgent

The tasks in this category cannot be neglected. For the tasks in this category, we plan 
our actions, anticipate problems, and find solutions. Most of our attention should be 
concentrated on the items in this category. If you are not careful, oftentimes these 
tasks end up in the ‘important and urgent’ category, which ends up causing additional 
stress and can ultimately lead to professional burnout.

Not Important, Urgent

This category is for tasks that do not further our personal development and take up  
a lot of time. They can often be a priority for other people. Because they are urgent, 
they appear to be important, but they actually have no significant value. It is best  
to delegate these to others.

Not Important, Not Urgent

These are the “Time Suckers.” We should not spend time on these tasks, yet stress  
and exhaustion can lead us to revert to these.

Exercise 15 minutes

Divide the participants into groups, and ask them to assign a few of the tasks in their 
personal lives (related to either work, school, or family life) to one of the categories 
mentioned above. This part of the exercise should take about 5 minutes. Then, ask 
them to briefly present their lists and explain why each task was assigned to a particu-
lar category. 
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4.2. Pareto Principle 10-20 minutes

This principle is named after the Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto who observed that 
80% of the world’s wealth is owned by only 20% of the population. This holds true  
for aspects of our social and economic lives and is known as the 80/20 rule. A few  
examples are below:

•	 20% of the time spent in a meeting produces 80% of its outcomes – but this  
is only recognized after the meeting

•	 20% of the things you own are used 80% of the time – but this is impossible  
to know if you do not actually own anything,

•	 20% of a salesforce generates 80% of the sales – to find these people,  
you must analyze their sales results

Extending the Pareto Rule to the concept of time, we can conclude that focusing 20% 
of our time leads to 80% of our results, or in other words, 80% of our time accounts  
for only 20% of our efficacy.

Therefore, improving efficacy is not about working more, but recognizing that 20%  
of our activities will lead us to accomplish 80% of our objectives. 

Exercise 10 minutes

Ask the participants to split up into 2 or 3 groups. Each group will address one of the 
topics from the Order of the Day, which was approved in the previous round.  The most 
appropriate topics for this exercise are the smaller projects (Weekly Market, Sacred 
Ritual, Sealing of the Septic Tanks) or the regulations (Prohibited use of pesticides,  
Prohibited use of genetically modified foods). The objective of the exercise is to de-
termine what steps are necessary to get a project or regulation approved. Each group 
should create a list of 10 actions that will lead them to obtain approval. Once they 
are done with their lists, the groups should proceed according to the Rule of Pareto,  
and select 20% of their actions (2 items on their list) that will have the most impact 
toward their goal. Finally, review each list and the actions selected by the group.

4.3. Parkinson’s law 25 minutes

Before explaining the meaning of this law, lead with the following discussion questions:

•	 If you had additional time in this round, are there any other topics that you 
would have liked to discuss?

•	 If you had more time, would you have handled your decisions differently?

•	 How much time do you think you would need to make the best decision?

Parkinson’s Law states that the amount of time that one has to perform a task is 
the amount of time it will take to complete the task. In other words, people tend to 
take as long as possible to complete a task. For this reason, it is worth setting spe-
cific deadlines to accomplish objectives and a reasonable completion date. You 
can always make something better or try to perfect it; however, this does not nec-
essarily mean that spending the extra time would be effective. It is not worth it to 
worry too much about making errors; in general, errors are less costly than delays  
in making decisions or uncompleted tasks.

*Dr. Joseph M. Juran, Quality 
Control Handbook, originally 
published in 1951.
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4.4. SWOT Analysis 30-45 minutes

Ask the participants to do a SWOT analysis of time management during the game.   
This exercise can be done after the first or second round. 

You can also propose that the players do a SWOT analysis of a life goal they would like 
to accomplish.

Strengths

Which habits or behaviors positively impacted the group’s ability to reach agreements?

Weaknesses

Which habits or behaviors stopped or hindered the efficient use of time during  
the game?

Opportunities

What external factors helped the group reach an agreement? 

Which of these factors facilitated a good use of time?

Threats

What external factors (events, phenomena, information) stopped or hindered the group 
from reaching an agreement?  Which of these factors caused an inefficient use of time?

4.5. Applying the experience to real life 30-60 minutes

Option 1

The objective of this part of the workshop is to establish conclusions, directives,  
and best practices for time management that players can apply to everyday life.

Distribute sticky notes of 3 different colors between the players. 

Ask them to write:

•	 Experiences they have had during the game

•	 Knowledge they have acquired

•	 Ideas that they want to incorporate in their daily life (they can be ideas that 
come up during the workshop) 

Assign a different color to each category. The players have to write one answer  
for each category, but they can use as many sticky notes as they want (for example: 
three experiences, four ideas, and a piece of knowledge).  Designate a place to stick  
the notes such as  the wall, the table, or a flipchart. 

Next, invite the participants to stand up and review the experiences, ideas, and knowl-
edge of their fellow players.  Ask each person to choose a pair of notes that interest 
them. Then, encourage the players to read the notes they chose and explain why they 
called their attention.

Option 2

Instead of sticking the notes to the wall, ask participants to get in groups of 4-5 people.  
Within the groups, each participant presents his/her personal conclusions (experienc-
es, ideas, and knowledge), and then they agree on one to present to the larger group 
using a play on words. The others must then guess the experience/idea/piece of knowl-
edge presented.

Suggest that players add 
drawings on the sticky notes 
that describe their experienc-
es, ideas, and knowledge.
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5. Summary of Round 3  135-195 minutes

5.1. Abandoning Roles 5-10 minutes

This step is the same as was described in the Part 1 of the Manual.

The Tower / Bridge 5-20 minutes

Divide participants into groups of 3-5 people.  Give each team equal amounts of old 
newspapers, pieces of paper, and adhesive.  The challenge for each group is to create 
the tallest tower (they can also construct the longest bridge).  Establish the time limit 
for them to complete the task  (around 10-15 minutes).

Chasing the ball

The participants stand in a circle and count off as either 1 or 2 (1-2-1-2-1…) so they can 
break up into two teams. The Educator gives the balls to the member of teams 1 and 2 
that are the farthest apart.  Without changing the order, the players must pass the ball 
to members of their team. The losing team is the one who accidentally passes their ball 
to the opposing team.

5.2. Concluding the Simulation 30 minutes

Reflections and Conclusions

This step is the same as was described in the Part 1 of the Manual.

The summary of the last round is the most important part of the workshop.  This is the 
moment in which participants are able to let go of their emotions and communicate 
freely about their experiences and opinions. 

5.3. Evaluating the Results 30 minutes

This part of the workshop allows participants to analyze the outcome of the game thus 
far and evaluate their progress. During the discussion, try to direct the participants’ 
attention towards issues that concern time management. 

Discussion questions

•	 Did the amount of time you were given to play affect the final result?  Would 
the outcome be different with more or less time?

•	 If you could play again, would you set up the roles of the Village Board differ-
ently?

•	 How did the Mayor and the rest of the players control time?  Did this affect 
the final result?

•	 Which moments were the most critical? Who had the biggest impact on  
the final result? Why?

•	 Did the techniques you learned during the workshop (job planning, Pareto 
Principle, Parkinson law) affect the quality of the final decisions made during 
the game? How?
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5.4. Applying the Experience to Real life 60-125 minutes

Now it is time to summarize the workshop and do a recap of the main conclusions 
drawn from game and its sessions. The outcomes of this experience will become tan-
gible. The elaboration of the Time Management Code, for example, will help players 
improve their time management habits in real life.

Time Management Code 30-65 minutes

Encourage the participants to create a code for time management. Emphasize the fol-
lowing aspects to take into account:

•	 Difficulties associated with the planning of the Village Board session and  
decision-making during the game

•	 Knowledge acquired during the game

•	 Conclusions of the SWOT analysis

•	 Previous experiences brought to the game

7 Steps to Successful Goal Setting by Brian Tracy 30-60 minutes

This is a reflection exercise. Ask participants to choose a life goal that they would like 
to achieve (if they have already done this work for the SWOT analysis, ask them to plan 
their next vacation). Remember that the selected objective should be as simple as pos-
sible.  Next, ask the players to:

1. Decide exactly what they want

2. Write down their objective.  Objectives that are not kept are wishes that fly  
far away like cigarette smoke. 

3. Set a precise timeline to reach the goal

4. Create a list of all the things they must do to reach it

5. “Organize” the list and plan accordingly

6. Take immediate action toward reaching their goal

7. Break up the timeline into tasks so that every day they get closer to accomplish 
their goal.

Write down these steps on a flipchart.

After the exercise, summarize the process. Ask the participants to work in pairs (if the 
number of players is odd, there will be a team of 3), and encourage them to pick a 
partner that they have not worked with before. The pairs must the present the results  
of the exercise to each other.  Ask them to talk about specific aspects of the 7 steps, 
for example:

•	 Is the deadline realistic?  

•	 What do you think of the sequence of tasks?

•	 Could you help your partner take immediate action to reach their goal?

•	 How can you apply the time management methods to this specific goal?

If you have enough time and the group is engaged, ask each participant to present their 
7 steps.
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final Summary  30 minutes

Conclude the workshop by letting each participant speak in front of the group.  
This can be done through a round of questions:

•	 What have I learned about myself in this simulation?

•	 What would I like to change about my time management habits?

•	 What am I going to do to better manage my time? 

At the end of the workshop, the participants should:

•	 Know the basic time management techniques (Pareto Principle, Parkinson 
Law, Eisenhower Matrix, SWOT analysis, Brian Tracy’s 7 Steps).

•	 Understand how proper planning and organization affect decision-making.

•	 Know how to manage time effectively.

•	 Be capable of analyzing their use of time.

Begin the activity by answer-
ing these questions first. 
Then, ask other participants 
to respond, and move around 
the group going clockwise. 
Each answer should last  
no longer than 1 minute.
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Social  
Capital —  
Participation
Goals of the Workshop:

•	 Familiarising the participants with the following concepts: social capital, civil 
society, social and citizen participation, and the ladder of citizen participation.

•	 Demonstrating how social capital influences civil society and consequently, 
social and citizen participation.

•	 Strengthening civic attitudes by encouraging active participation in the life  
of the community and involvement in the decision-making processes that  
affect one’s immediate environment.

•	 Familiarising the participants with different methods of civic participation.

1. Introduction to the Workshop

Introduce the participants to the game using the tips from Part 1 of the Manual.

In the  social capital building and social participation workshop, participants should 
learn the importance of listening to the needs of all social groups, which are represent-
ed by individual roles.

Remind the players that individual points do not only benefit the player alone, but 
also the groups they represent. They should not, therefore, ignore their own interests.  
On another note, the results of analysis will be used in this workshop as a way of intro-
ducing successive participation tools.

“Web” and Election of the Mayor 15 minutes

Goal of the exercise

•	 Integrating the group

•	 Establishing a relaxed atmosphere

•	 Introducing the topic of social capital and participation

Request that the participants sit in a circle, and hand out post-in notes (labels). If the 
participants do not know one another, suggest that they write their name on the label 
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and the first word that comes to their mind that relates to social capital and that begins 
with the first letter of their name. In the groups in which the participants know one 
another, the participants can write any word they associate with social capital on the 
labels.

Once the participants are ready, give one of them a ball of string. Each participant 
says their name and/or a word related to social capital, sticks the label to their chest, 
and throws the ball to another person, who does the same. After all the participants 
are introduced, the last person who introduces themselves throws the ball to the par-
ticipant who, according to them, has the label that they consider to be the best word 
association. After four minutes, the Educator ends the game. This way a web of mutual 
associations is formed between the participants.

The participant who holds the most strings (that is, the ball was most often passed  
to them), becomes the Mayor (if there are 8 participants, the person becomes the Tra-
ditional Farmer). If several participants hold the same number of strings, either the 
older or the one with a name that is alphabetically first becomes the Mayor.

Assigning the Roles:

Once the Mayor has been elected, tell the participants about the other roles and re-
quest that the group appoints the participants whose labels match to each role:

•	 Modern Farmer

•	 Market Owner

•	 Fisherman

•	 Spiritual Leader

•	 School Director

•	 Investor

•	 NGO

Summary of the exercise

Note that when the participants were throwing the ball, they created a web, which 
could be compared to the social capital of the village’s community. You should point 
out that when choosing their Mayor, the group instinctively  appointed the person with  
the greatest public presence. Mention that such a network of social relationships can 
also be found in the real world.

Additional questions 

•	 To what extent does each of you have freedom of movement without influenc-
ing others?

•	 What are the advantages that can be derived from interdependence with  
others?

•	 How would people be appointed to such roles in real life?

2. Gameplay 90 min

2.1. When Should You Intervene? 

During the successive rounds, you may encounter situations which will require your 
intervention:

If there are 9 participants,  
you also need to pick a person 
to be the Traditional Farmer.

Once the roles are distribut-
ed, remind the participants 
that they are representing  
the interests of their social 
groups. Points they gain 
during the game directly 
influence the improvement  
or deterioration of the com-
munity they represent. Before 
the first exercise, you should 
draft a contract as a group  
to establish the basic rules 
for the workshop.
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•	 Members of the group exclude one of the players from the game; they do 
not allow someone to speak, do not take their opinion into account, mock 
their views, etc. Remind the participants of the integration exercise. Remind 
them that the world and their village is a network, a ”web”, in which everyone  
depends on everyone else. Because of this, taking account of others’ opinions 
is a good idea. Remind them that social capital, which they are building to-
gether, is built by each and every one of them. For the decisions to best reflect  
the interests of all residents, everyone should be permitted to express their 
views and demonstrate the knowledge they have to offer.

•	 Participants forget about the fact that the experiment is a game and be-
gin to identify the views and beliefs of the characters with the opinions  
of the players. This is the moment at which the participants should be very 
clearly reminded that the game is a simulation, the situation it theatrical, and 
the opinions of each person are assigned to them by the script. If the model  
of managing the game you adopted was the Facilitator or the Game Master,  
we recommend you change it to the Moderator model. More about how to 
manage the game in Part 1 of the Manual – Training Styles – Your Role in the 
Game.

•	 Group conflicts that originated outside of the game disrupt or threaten  
to ruin the game. In these cases, we recommend taking a small break from 
playing. If you are conducting this workshop in a school, you should consult 
the professor. After the break, you can discuss the nature of these conflicts 
and the most effective ways to confront them. It is important that the parties 
involved express their opinions and their point of view. Only as soon as the 
situation is resolved will the game be able to continue. 

2.2. What Should You Watch Out for?

During the game, pay attention to:

Relationships between the participants and within the group:

•	 Are the participants allowing everyone to have a voice?

•	 Are the discussions conducted in an appropriate manner, and do the partici-
pants follow the rules of the group’s contract?

•	 Which values guide the participants as they make decisions? How do they  
verbalise these values?

Arguments of substance provided by the participants:

•	 Are the participants referring to the well-being of the community or only  
to their particular interests?

•	 Are they trying to take the well-being of the community into consideration 
during negotiations?

•	 Are they appealing to the community’s values?

•	 Are they trying to predict how their decisions will influence the indicators  
regarding the quality of life in the village?

•	 Are there any ideas for participatory projects that will include the representa-
tives of all social groups?

Make note of your observations and  write down specific examples of statements made 
by the participants; these will be helpful when summarising the rounds.
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3. Summary of Round 1 155-225 minutes

3. 1. Abandoning Roles 5-10 minutes

Simulation games often impact the players emotionally, so in order not to carry the 
game conflicts over into real life, make sure to guide the players out of their roles.  
You can read more about ways to abandon roles in Part 1 of the Manual.

A good way to separate the simulated game reality from the discussion of the results 
is to do an energiser. Select one of the proposed energisers, or use one of your own. 
Below we present three possible exercises that touch on the topic of the workshop  
and the three areas of social capital.

Knot 10 minutes

The participants stand in a circle in the middle of the room. Ask them to close their 
eyes (blindfolds may be useful), extend their arm in front of them, move to the centre 
of the circle, and grab someone’s hand. When everyone is holding someone else’s hand,  
ask the participants to open their eyes and untangle this “human knot” without letting 
go of each other. At the end, everyone should be standing in a row. If this is not possible 
within 5 minutes, stop the exercise.

The vicar’s cat is… 5 minutes

If you think that the group will be averse to physical contact, you can offer them  
a word game. Have the participants sit in a circle. The task is to complete the sentence  
“The vicar’s cat is ...” with an adjective that starts with the first letter of their name.

3.2. Reflections and Conclusions 30 minutes

Allow participants to share their experiences. They will likely be excited and eager  
to talk about their emotions related to the game, and this will make a good starting 
point for discussion. In this part of the workshop, take advantage of your notes, which 
concern the first round of gameplay [See: What Should You Watch Out For?]. 

4. Knowledge Modules

Workshops on social capital and social participation should be enriched with knowl-
edge modules, which are described below. These knowledge modules are optional,  
but participants should be familiar with the concepts of social capital, civil society,  
and social participation to ensure that they are capable of freely employing them.

Social Capital — definition 20-30 minutes icon

To discuss the topic of citizen participation, we must first explain two concepts inextri-
cably related to it: social capital and civil society.

Definition of social capital according to Robert Putnam:

“Social capital refers here to such features of social organization as trust, norms, 
and relationships that can increase the efficiency of a society by facilitating coor-
dinated actions” Like other forms of capital, social capital is productive because  
it allows the achievement of certain objectives, which could not be achieved, if he 
ran out of [...] For example, a group whose members have shown they are trustwor-
thy and trust others will be able to achieve much more than a comparable group 

If you notice that the  
group is running out of steam,  
the participants are becom-
ing a bit lethargic, or, on 
the contrary - they have too 
much energy, we suggest that 
you conduct the energisers 
between rounds or during 
different parts of the game.

The OECD defines social 
capital as: “networks together 
with shared norms, values, 
and understandings, that facil-
itate cooperation within  
or among groups.”
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in which there is a lack of confidence [...] in the farming communities [...], in which 
the other farmers help arrange the hay stacks and where the tools are commonly 
lent, social capital allows everyone from farmers to do their work with less physical 
capital in the form of tools and equipment”. Spontaneous cooperation is facilitated 
by social capital”

When you begin discussing social capital, remind participants of the “Web” exercise 
from the start of the workshop.

By throwing the ball of string to one another, the participants created a web of relation-
ships, and those who held the largest number of ends of string were appointed to key 
roles in the village. Referring to this metaphor, ask whether the participants know what 
social capital is based on this exercise. Make sure players are aware that every idea 
they come up with is good and that every loose association can help create a common 
definition. Take note of their responses on a flipchart or a board. Then, put the entries 
in order and select the ones that make up the definition of social capital:

•	 trust

•	 group norms

•	 ties and relationships within the group

•	 cooperation in order to achieve greater benefits.

4.2. Civil Society —  definition 20-30 minutes

Cooperation is one of the basic elements of civil society.

1. Distribute colorful post-it notes among the participants and ask them  
to write down associations related to civil society. You can also narrow down the 
question by requesting that they only write down one element of civil society  
on one piece of paper.

2. Then, collect the post-it notes from the participants in the group. When read-
ing their ideas out loud, stick the post-it notes to the flipchart or the white-
board, and organize their suggestions.

3. When summarising, bring up the definition of civil society as a society that 
is characterised by the activity of its members and which has the ability to 
self-organise as well as to set and achieve goals without the government’s 
incentive. It is generally accepted that the following traits are included in this 
definition: social activism, self-government, NGOs, voluntary work, collabora-
tion for the good of the community, and sustainable development.

4.3. What is Participation? 20-30 minutes

Remind the participants about the “web” game once again. Ask them to provide more 
associations, this time in reference to participation. Write them on the whiteboard  
or flipchart.

Suggestions on how to moderate the discussion

•	 If no one in the room is willing to speak, you can remind them of how we  
defined social capital and civil society, saying that these concepts belong to  
the same field. Without capital, the local community would find it hard to build  
the society, the state, civil society, and consequently, to educate active citi-
zens who take part in its life.

•	 You can also try to energise the participants by breaking up the concept into 
two words that make up its meaning.
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Form a definition using what the participants said, e.g.: Citizen participation refers  
to the  actions of citizens that are undertaken to influence the decisions of public  
authorities or their immediate environment.

At this point it is worth asking participants about what they believe constitutes partic-
ipation. The following terms should be mentioned:

•	 access to public information

•	 signing petitions 

•	 ability to contact the government, mayor, or president

•	 public consultation

•	 referendum

•	 citizens’ legislative initiative

•	 intermediary representative bodies such as NGO’s

Enumerating these elements will clarify the issue that you are working on.

During the discussion, it is a good idea to emphasise that these concepts stem from 
one another: the sum of the social capitals of individual groups form the society.  
If it functions within the framework of a democratic state, it becomes a civil society, 
one of the dimensions of which is social participation – an activity undertaken by the 
citizens themselves in order to have a say in the decisions affecting the environment  
in which they live.

4.4. The “Climbing the ladder” Exercise — Based on the Model of Cit-
izen Participation by Sherry Arnstein 10-20 minutes

Hang a drawing of a ladder with four rungs (which you have drawn before class)  
on the wall. Prepare 4 small pieces of cardboard that say:

PARTICIPATION

CONSUlTING

INfORMING

NO INfORMATION

You can also draw two vertical lines on the flipchart and treat the pieces of cardboard 
as the rungs. Ask the participants to place them on the ladder as a group in order  
to introduce the concept of the ladder of citizen participation. Ask the group to come 
up with what needs to be done in order to climb to the higher rung. Make sure that  
the during the discussion, the participants make use of the appropriate keywords:

informing > assessment > collecting ideas > consultations > decision making

What we now have constructed is an effective participatory process.
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 4.5. Citizen and Social Participation 15-30 minutes

At this stage of the workshop, introduce the distinction between citizen (vertical) par-
ticipation and social (horizontal) participation. The first concerns the relationship  
between the citizens and the government in the decision-making process. The second 
describes the relationship between different social groups striving to achieve a com-
mon goal. Social participation cam be explained using an example of a local initiative.

Let us assume that the inhabitants of a neighbourhood join together to pick up lit-
ter, tidy up the green areas, re-paint park benches, or organise a neighborhood picnic.  
This is social participation. Without it, citizen participation would be very difficult, if not 
impossible, because in order to appreciate the importance of the decisions made at a 
higher level, we must learn to act at the level of our immediate environment. Only when 
we begin to influence decisions regarding our neighbourhood by familiarising ourselves 
with revitalisation projects or taking part in public consultations, then we can advance 
to citizen participation.

4.6. Evaluating the Results 15-30 minutes

At the end of each round, the system generates immediate results. For this workshop, 
it is not necessary to analyse them at this stage, but the majority of the participants 
will want to see how they have done and compare their results with everyone else’s 
[See: Part 1 of the Manual]. This activity invigorates and energises the group, which 
can be useful for the exercises that follow. It also helps the participants make informed 
decisions. By analysing the ranking, the group will be able to set goals for the following 
rounds.

4.7. Concluding the first Part of the Workshop 15 minutes 

At this point, invite the participants to answer: “What have I learned?” The first person 
who answers can appoint the next person to answer, and so on. It is important that you, 
as the coach, respond to this question as well.

5. Summary of Round 2 135-165 minutes

5.1. Abandoning Roles 5-10 minutes

This stage is conducted the same way it was in the previous round and in the Part 1 
of the Manual.

5.2. Concluding the simulation 60-75 minutes

Reflections and Conclusions

This stage is conducted the same way it was in the previous round and in the Part 1  
of the Manual.

Additional questions

•	 Have you devoted enough time to analyse the available options?

•	 Has your approach to discussion changed in the second round, and if so, how?

•	 To what extent have you been able to work toward the common good?

•	 Did you take the interests of all players into account?

The partial results at the end 
of the first 2 rounds are not 
definitive. It is impossible to 
finish the first round without  
a red indicator, but it is possi-
ble after the second round. 
A high number of poor indica-
tors at this stage does not in-
dicate failure; it only highlights 
the most important issues to 
be solved in following rounds.
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Review of Previous Exercise 20 minutes 

Place the ladder of participation in a prominent place. Briefly remind the group of the 
definition of citizen participation, and explain the participation process. As you speak, 
point to different rungs, which will attract the attention of visual learners.

Then, introduce the participants to the so-called World Café, an activity that is good 
for gathering information and opinions on various topics. The advantage of World Café 
is that it can be used for many situations, from managing the neighborhood’s courtyard 
to organising the school prom.

5.3. World Café 45-60 minutes

The World Café method is a well-known and widely used method of conducting work-
shops. Before you begin, ask if any of the participants has taken part or organized  
a similar workshop. If someone already has experience with this method, ask them  
to be the expert who will help you explain how it works.

What does World Café look like?

The advantage of World Café is its informal atmosphere. If possible, try to provide 
drinks and snacks. Arrange the work areas so that groups can work at separate tables 
that seat 4 to 5 people (depending on how large the groups are). Ask the participants  
to nominate a host for each table, and then split into smaller groups of at least 4 peo-
ple. Cover the tables with paper tablecloths or flipcharts so that people can write 
down or illustrate their ideas. Each group has 5-10 minutes to work at one table. After  
the time runs out, the group moves to the next table. The host at each table must re-
main there in order to summarise the findings of the previous group to the new group,  
and then to continue the discussion.

What to discuss

Once you introduce participants to the rules of the game and divide them into groups, 
select the topic for discussion together. The participants may come up with a good sub-
ject themselves, which is anchored in their locality and refers to citizen participation. 
If the group cannot come up with a topic, offer them to pick one of the topics below:

•	 What can we do so that our neighbourhood is more green/friendly to cyclists/
adapted to the needs of disabled persons or mothers with small children?

•	 How do we encourage our neighbours to organise a social action? (It is 
good to suggest something specific such as cleaning up the forest, repairing  
the benches in the park, developing a vacant lot, creating an ice-skating rink  
on the square, etc.)

•	 How can we streamline the decision-making process during the game to en-
sure that the greatest possible number of social groups are satisfied and that 
each player has had a significant impact on the game’s outcome?

•	 If any of the participants have taken part in a public consultation, ask them  
to tell the group what the meeting was about. It may have involved revitali-
sation or a change, like planning the land use of a park, rearranging traffic on  
a modernised intersection, or building a new housing estate in the area.

After choosing the topic, encourage the group to select the tables’ hosts. Give them  
a moment to prepare for their role. Then, invite the participants to begin the exercise.

Summary of the Exercise

After the exercise is done, take a moment to discuss the methodology of this tool with 
the participants, and let them share their experiences.
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Additional discussion questions

•	 As participants in the World Café, how would you rate this tool?

•	 Is World Café difficult to implement? What challenges might the Educator  
encounter using the World Café method?

•	 In what situations does this method work better than other ways of generating 
ideas such as brainstorming?

•	 Do you think you will use the knowledge and ideas gathered for the benefit  
of your community?

5.4. Evaluating the Results 15-30 minutes

This stage is the same as in the previous round and in Part 1 of the Manual.

6. Summary of Round 3 190-240 minutes 

6.1. Abandoning Roles 5-10 minutes

This stage is the same as in the previous rounds and in Part 1 of the Manual.

6.2. Concluding the Simulation 30 minutes

Reflections and Conclusions

This stage is the same as the previous rounds and in Part 1 of the Manual.

A summary of the last round brings together the entire workshop. At this stage, it is 
important to allow each of the participants to freely verbalise the emotions they have 
experienced during the game.

7. Knowledge Modules 75-95 minutes 

During the previous exercises, the participants practiced using participatory tools for 
evaluation and gathering opinions and ideas. In this part of the workshop, they will 
learn a new method to facilitate the decision-making process.

7.1. Code of debate 10-20 minutes

Begin this exercise by asking the participants what principles should govern a dis-
cussion in SmileUrbo. Write their suggestions and ideas down during the discussion  
so that you will have a basis for developing the universal Code of Debate.

Additional questions for the discussion

•	 What hindered discussion during the game?

•	 What facilitated discussion during the game?

•	 If you were to make a set of rules for other groups playing SmileUrbo, what 
would you include?

After completing this exercise, ask participants if they know what a debate is. Let them 
know that in this part of the workshop, the group will organise a “for and against”  
debate.
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7.2. Exercise  — “for and Against” debate 65-75 minutes

Prepare rules for how to conduct a “for and against” debate on flipcharts, and put them 
on the wall while explaining them.

•	 Two groups participate in a “for and against” debate: the supporters and op-
ponents of the topic.

•	 The moderator is in charge of the debate.

•	 The moderator ensures the civility of the discussion, makes sure it remains 
on-topic, and monitors the speaking time.

•	 The debate’s topic should be controversial so that participants take on differ-
ent opinions and can easily be divided into opposing groups.

•	 The topic of the debate should be understood by all participants.

•	 No more than 30 people should participate in a “for and against” debate.

As a group, select the topic for debate. It may involve controversial issues raised dur-
ing the game (e.g.: Is it a good investment to use the village’s resources for educational 
purposes? Should the Investor be able to profit from the urban investments to which 
he/she contributed?), or it could be based on participants’ experiences from outside 
the game. Formulate the debate’s topic as precisely and clearly as possible. Make sure 
everybody understands it the same way, and then place the title on a flipchart in a vis-
ible location, preferably next to the Code of Debate.

Arrange the space so that the opposing parties can sit opposite each other.

Now choose the discussion’s moderator. If no one is willing to do it, you can be the 
moderator. divide the participants into 2 groups - the supporters vs. the opponents. 
If there is a large disparity between the size of the groups, you can try to allocate the 
participants into different groups by drawing lines or changing the subject of the de-
bate altogether.

Give the groups about 10-20 minutes to prepare. In the meantime, prepare the mod-
erator for his/her role by reviewing the Code of Debate with him/her. When the par-
ticipants and the moderator are ready, begin the debate (it should take no longer than 
30 minutes).

After you conclude the exercise, suggest a brief energiser, or let the participants take 
a break.

Exercise summary. After the break, summarise the debate and find out everyone’s im-
pressions about the way the debate was organized and what emotions they experi-
enced. Together, develop a list of advantages and disadvantages of this method.

Additional discussion questions

•	 How did you feel during the debate?

•	 Did you stick to the Code of Debate?

•	 What is the moderator’s role in this method?

•	 What are the advantages of this method?

•	 What are the disadvantages of this method?

•	 Would you like to make any modifications to the Code of Debate?

7.3. Evaluating the Game 45-75 minutes

Discussing the final results of the game and evaluating the group’s progress is an es-
sential part of the workshop. During the discussion, try to direct the participants’ at-
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tention to issues that directly relate to social capital. 

Additional discussion questions

•	 Looking at the indicators and the number of points earned by each player, 
would you say that each social group had the same influence on the decisions 
made? Was there a group that was marginalised?

•	 If you could play the game one more time, would you make different decisions? 
If so, how?

•	 Which decisions were critical to the good or bad outcome of the game?

•	 How does familiarity with analysis affect the outcome of the game?

•	 How did the issues discussed during the exercises affect the quality of the 
decisions made?

•	 Would you want to live in your village?

7.4. final Exercises 15-40 minutes

If you still have a little time left, use these exercises to help summarize the workshop:

draw a Map 25 minutes

Ask players to draw how the village would look 5 or 10 years after the end of the game 
and to present it to the rest of the group. This task will allow them to carefully analyze 
the community’s situation and help them see the game from a broader perspective.

Character Sketch 15 minutes

This technique gives human characteristics to objects or places. Ask players to describe 
or draw the village as a person. Let them focus on its physical appearance and charac-
ter traits. This exercise can be done in groups or as a large debate that you moderate.

final Summary 30 minutes

To facilitate this time for reflection, scatter postcards, photos, or memory cards  
on the floor. Make sure there are enough so that participants have several choices. 
As the Educator, you will begin by choosing the image that you think best captures 
the character of the workshop. Ask the participants do the same and explain why they 
chose that metaphor. Once everyone has spoken, place an arrow on a wall or table. 
The arrow should have points marked on it, from 1 to 10. Ask the participants to place 
theirs on the scale, according to how they evaluated the game and the workshop.  
1 is the worst, and 10 is the best.

At the end of the workshop, the participants should:

•	 Be able to define social capital, civil society, in addition to social and citizen 
participation.

•	 Be able to demonstrate how these concepts stem from one another.

•	 Know the principles of an effective participatory process.

•	 Be able to facilitate three methods that promote participation.



Interpersonal 
Communication
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Interpersonal 
Communication
Goal of the Workshop:

•	 Understanding which factors affect interpersonal communication either  
positively or negatively.

•	 Understanding the importance of listening to achieve a common goal.

•	 Learning and practicing active listening techniques.

•	 Learning how to communicate in difficult situations.

•	 Outlining areas of growth - during and after the workshop.

1. Introduction to the Game 40-130 minutes

Once you have assessed the group’s profile, its needs, and you know how well the par-
ticipants are acquainted with each other, you may want to extend the introduction  
to prepare them for the game.

Introducing to the Game 40-60 minutes

If time permits, begin the meeting with a classic introduction before the game starts. 
Such an introduction may involve:

•	 Introducing yourself, the workshop’s program, and logistics (when are  
the breaks scheduled for, where the toilets are, etc.).

•	 Introducing the participants to the principles that will guide how the group 
works during the meeting.

•	 Familiarising the participants with one another.

•	 Working out a Code of Conduct (or a set of rules that will apply during  
the game/workshop) with the participants.

•	 Setting individual goals for the development of communication skills.

•	 Doing energisers, i.e. warm-up exercises, that introduce the participants to 
the topic of interpersonal communication and at the same time helping them  
to get to know one another. Below you will find an example of such an exercise.

Referring Back to…  15 minutes

•	 Ask the participants to stand in a circle.

•	 Explain that this task requires carefully listening to someone speaking,  
and then to refer to the person’s statement by adding some more information.

•	 The order of speaking is determined by throwing a ball:

1. the person holding the ball says something about him/herself,
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2. then they throw the ball to someone of their choice,

3. that person refers to the previous person’s statement and provides some 
new information about him/herself,

4. then, they pass the ball to the next person, and so on.

•	 Participants should avoid simple statements (such as “I like spaghetti”),  
and instead tell a short story or describe memories, observations, or opinions.

•	 The reference to the previous statement should sound as natural as possible. 

•	 Here is an example of a starting comment:

When the first signs of spring appear, I suddenly feel much more energetic. I feel 
like I can achieve anything, and I dive into my favourite pastime, which is plan-
ning. Interestingly, each year I make an infinitely long list of things to do which  
I know - just know - that I can complete. In the end, I’m never satisfied, but that 
never makes me any less optimistic and enthusiastic for next spring’s planning.

Assigning the Roles

The process of assigning roles is described in Part 1 of the Manual. Pay attention when 
choosing the Mayor, which may need to be assigned to a different person besides  
the Traditional Farmer.

Electing the Mayor

If the participants do not know each other well, or it is is difficult to find someone  
who has experience facilitating meetings, you may consider separating the roles of the 
Mayor and the Traditional Farmer. This arrangement requires 9 players. 

Story Warm-Up — Extended Introduction 15 minutes

Before the clock starts running, introduce another activity that will help participants 
identify more closely with the role and storyline. Ask each of the participants to develop 
the character they will play in SmileUrbo by briefly describing their interests, favourite 
pastimes, dreams, and aspirations.

2. Gameplay 90 min

2.1. What Should You Watch Out for?

Observe the participants, and pay attention to how they communicate to reach  
an agreement  as well which elements block communication.

during the game, take note of:

•	 Specific wording that hinders communication and expressions that impede 
reaching a consensus such as “Give it a break, Alex, that’s a stupid idea. Let’s 
do it this way...” as well as those that facilitate reaching an agreement such 
as, “I understand your point, but if each of us makes a small step back, we can 
accomplish more together...”;

•	 How participants express their ideas:

voice volume (speaking too softly can make it difficult to gain the attention 
of other participants whereas speaking loudly may be perceived as an attack, 
etc.)

intonation (monotonous speaking could be interpreted by others as lack  
of involvement, boredom, etc.);

If participants are having 
a hard time getting into 
character, ask them additional 
questions (“Principal, how 
do you spend your summer 
vacation?”), or provide them 
with information that will 
help them identify with their 
role (“Fisherman, I know that 
this has been your family’s 
trade for generations. Your 
grandfather helped promote 
our village by breaking the 
Guinness record in angling  
– you must be proud.”).
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body language such as body position (posture), eye contact, gestures, facial 
expressions as well as the use of space and props;

•	 Active listening of other participants -- following what they say, asking auxilia-
ry questions, maintaining eye contact, etc.;

•	 Participants’ reactions to the elements listed above;

•	 Facts which influenced key decisions;

•	 Breakthrough moments in achieving constructive solutions.

2.2. When Should You Intervene?

During the successive rounds, you may encounter situations which will require your 
intervention:

•	 The participants stop identifying themselves with the role, thereby reducing 
the psychological realism of the game. This happens when participants begin 
making comments about the game without expressing them from their char-
acter’s point of view (e.g. “My Fisherman knows nothing about…” or “I don’t 
know which of us has a more difficult role, etc.”) or, they begin talking about 
subjects outside of the game.

•	 The participants start questioning the feasibility of achieving a positive  
outcome, or they are discouraged about working toward a  good result (due 
to low involvement). This happens when players stop cooperating to reach  
an agreement, and they start voting based on individual choices. 

•	 The low morale of one player begins discouraging others from active partici-
pation. 

•	 Members of the group exclude one of the players from the game; they do not 
allow someone to speak, do not take their opinion into account, mock their 
views, etc.

What to do in such situations? We recommend:

•	 Remind participants of the purpose of the game.

•	 Focus the participants’ attention on relevant subjects while stressing that  
the time is running out.

•	 Pause for a short moment (a so-called freeze-frame) to highlight the educa-
tional value of the game and to remind them that they have a special oppor-
tunity, which may not be possible in real life, i.e. being a member of a Village 
Board, deciding the fate of the town’s residents, and observing the effects  
of one’s own decisions without liability for possible failure.

3. Summary of Rounds 1 and 2 70-190 minutes

Discussion of the game in between the rounds should look similar to what is described 
below:

3.1. Abandoning Roles 5-10 minutes

Simulation games often impact the players emotionally, so in order not to carry the 
game conflicts over into real life, make sure to guide the players out of their roles.  
You can read more about ways to abandon roles in Part 1 of the Manual.

You can avoid these challeng-
es by getting participants 
involved early on in the game 
and thoroughly preparing 
them for their roles in the 
story. REMEMBER: you are 
creating an atmosphere for 
the participants to play in. 
Enchant them!

We advise that you do not 
introduce more than 2 
knowledge modules when 
reflecting on the simulation 
after each round. 
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3.2. Concluding the Simulation 35-175 minutes

Reflections and Conclusions  20 minutes

Players will be excited about what has happened during the round, so give them  
the opportunity to share their thoughts and feelings about the game. Their reactions 
will make a good starting point for the knowledge module about communication, which 
is based on retrospection and analysis of the material provided by the game.

The exercise below contains questions that you can use if you decide not to carry out 
the exercise in full. We encourage you to write down your key conclusions on the flip-
chart.

Also, remember to make use of your own observations and notes you made during  
the game [See: What should you look out for?].

Evaluating the Results  15-30 minutes

At the end of each round, the system immediately generates the results, which should 
be discussed with the group. Most participants will want to compare their results and 
find out how well they did [See: Part 1 of the Manual].

This activity improves the group’s dynamics and energizes the players, which will prove 
useful with subsequent exercises. It is also helpful for conscious decision making.  
By analyzing the ranking, the group can set goals for the following rounds.

For this workshop, evaluating the results after each round is not necessary and can take 
place during the final summary after round 3.

Communication — Good Practices 20 minutes

As a group, create a list of keywords associated with effective communication.  
Use experiences from the game to form the basis of your list.  You could start by asking 
participants the questions below:

Additional discussion questions

•	 What facilitates good communication?

•	 What behaviours/expressions made you more willing to cooperate and work 
toward an agreement?

•	 How did the list of keywords influence your attitude about the discussion?

•	 In what situations did you feel you were more flexible in reaching an agree-
ment?

•	 What helped you to give up (wholly or partially) your interests? What emotions 
did it stir in you? Were you satisfied with the outcome?

To get more specific, ask these further questions:

•	 What else?

•	 What happened exactly?

•	 Was this obvious? How?

•	 What exact words were used? What else, apart from words?

Communication Roadblocks 20 minutes

Ask participants to answer the questions below in the form of key words, which should 
be written down throughout the duration of the workshop. 

The partial results at the  
end of the first 2 rounds are 
not definitive. It is impossi-
ble to finish the first round 
without a red indicator, but it 
is possible after the second 
round. A high number of poor 
indicators at this stage does 
not indicate failure; it only 
highlights the most important 
issues to be solved in follow-
ing rounds.

Before the next rounds,  
tell the participants that  
the elements of constructive 
communication (flipchart 1) 
and communication road-
blocks (flipchart 2) are their 
hints on how to have more 
effective discussions, and  
that they should add to these 
lists after each round. Hang 
the two flipcharts on the wall 
so they can be seen by every-
one, and encourage the group 
to refer to the lists throughout 
the workshop.
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•	 What was hindering constructive discussion?

•	 What made it harder for you to present your own position or to understand 
other people?

•	 What behaviours/expressions caused you to focus on your own interests? 
What made it difficult work out an agreement?

Activelistening 10 minutes

Review the introductory exercise [See: Referring back to…] to explain what happened  
in the game. Give a short lecture about the following issues: 

What is active listening?

• dEfINITION: Active listening is a communication method that is based  
on mutual respect and acceptance of the other person. This is demonstrated 
through actively following what the other person is saying, asking questions, 
and maintaining eye contact.

•	 Present selected active listening techniques, and explain the purpose of each 
of them:

PARAPHRASE – repeating, in your own words, the most important part  
of what the  interlocutor said

ClARIfICATION - calling or specifying the emotional states or thoughts of the 
other person

APPRECIATION - giving the interlocutor positive feedback about what they 
said or how they think, etc.

SUMMARISE – referring to all the essential elements of the conversation

Activelistening Techniques 30 minutes

Divide the participants into pairs. Explain that each pair must read a statement they 
receive from the coach, and then write possible reactions to it using the active listening 
techniques. All participants receive the same statement, but each pair should receive 
a different technique to practice. If there are more than 8 participants, some pairs will 
be assigned the same technique.

A sample statement:

It all started last Friday when the boss told me that I would not get the raise I want-
ed.Then, he forced me to stay longer at work without additional compensation. When  
I got home, I decided to do something to feel better so I bought a pass for the gym in my 
neighbourhood. But, it turned out that it gets crowded in the evening, and I had to wait 
forever for the workout equipment. As if that was not enough, my sister just dropped out 
of college, and my parents told me that she has to move in with me and find a job. I shud-
der to think what other “joys” will the following month bring...

Advice for Everyone 30 minutes

Before you begin the next round, divide the participants in three or four teams  
(if you have 16 participants). Each team must write 3 pieces of advice that would help 
someone participate in a  constructive and substantive discussion (without arousing 
unnecessary emotions) that leads to  a mutually beneficial solution. 

Additional discussion questions (to ask before the teams begin to work)

•	 How do you keep your emotions “in check” or calm down other people’s emo-
tions?

If the group is mostly begin-
ners, the practice techniques 
can be limited to paraphras-
ing and summarising. When 
discussing the exercise, re-
member to stress that these 
techniques should be used  
in subsequent rounds.
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•	 How do you keep your cool when you feel attacked?

•	 How do you cope when someone has an opinion completely different from 
yours, even when consensus is possible?

•	 Have the teams write down their advice on flipcharts. Ask them to come up 
with an icon to represent each piece of advice. 

The most important advice that should appear during this exercise:

•	 Focus on the problem (analyse it and find a solution) and not the person  
(attacking, criticising, or developing a personal aversion towards them).

•	 Be aware of the common purpose; present it to the person you are talking to.

•	 Assume good will on their part. In other words, give them the benefit of the 
doubt.

•	 When you feel the discussion is becoming too heated, take a deep breath,  
suggest a break, or switch the subject and come back to the problem when 
things cool off, and both parties want to cooperate again. 

•	 Empathise – try to understand and respect the views of others.

•	 Do not insist on something out of pure stubbornness; instead of following 
the “tooth for tooth” principle, remember that “the good you do comes back  
to you.”

3.3. Applying the Experience to Real life 30-60 minutes

After each round, encourage the participants to apply the knowledge they have gained 
in the workshop to their private and professional lives. To do this, start a discussion  
by asking them to progressively fill out the “My goals” table.

My Goals 10-30 minutes

Invite the players to briefly reflect on themselves. Depending on the time available,  
you can return to this tool after each round or use it selectively.

Ask the participants to fill out this table:

WHAT AM  
I SATISFIED 
WITH?

WHAT  
SHOULD  
I IMPROVE?

MY GOAL  
FOR THE NEXT 
ROUND (taking 
into account the 
techniques I learned 
about) 

MY GOAL  
FOR FURTHER 
DEVELOPMENT 
AFTER THE 
WORKSHOP

After Round 1.

After Round 2.

After Round 3.

Consolidation of knowledge. 
Before each round, ask  
the participants to apply the 
techniques they learned in 
the following round. This is 
the most effective way 
to learn.
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4. Summary of Round 3 140-175 minutes

This stage is conducted the same way it was conducted in the previous round and  
in the Part 1 of the Manual.

4.1. Concluding the Simulation 30 minutes

Reflections and Conclusions

This stage is conducted the same way it was conducted in the previous round and  
in the Part 1 of the Manual.

Oftentimes the emotions players experience after the last round does not allow 
them to engage in a substantive discussion. If the players find it difficult to reflect on  
the outcome of the game without knowing the final scores, show them the ranking,  
and then you can continue with the reflections activity when everyone is ready.

Evaluating the Game 30-45 minutes

Your task is to summarise the entire game - both the results as well as how it pro-
gressed in the context of interpersonal communication. At this point, show the par-
ticipants the ranking. The scores are now final so you are ready to evaluate how  
the group did. After discussing the results, ask the group to consider how well they did 
in the context of interpersonal communication. You may find the following table helpful:

CONClUSIONS QUESTIONS

Communication is affected by several factors 
that can facilitate or hinder the attainment of 
an agreement.

•	 See questions for discussing rounds 1 and 
2.

Focusing too strongly on one’s own interests,  
arguments, and proving one’s point, can nega-
tively affect whether the other person will under-
stand and hear you out.

•	 When did you have the feeling of being mis-
understood by the group?

•	 How were you affected by situations  
in which other participants presented their 
positions without regard for the common 
good or your individual needs?

Sincerely presenting one’s own intentions helps 
others understand them.

•	 How were you affected when other partic-
ipants revealed their intention? For exam-
ple, “It’s not a solution that will bring me 
the most benefit. But, I look at the costs, 
and I think it is necessary.”

The natural tendency of focusing on the rela-
tionship instead of the outcome helps reach  
an agreement.

•	 Recall what persuaded you to make the 
decisions you made. Which aspects were 
you concerned with during the discus-
sions: your/group’s score vs. hearing out all  
the players; the arguments and the strength  
of the argument vs good atmosphere and 
understanding others (etc.)? 
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The more emotions involved, the more difficult 
it is to achieve a mutually satisfactory outcome.

•	 How do emotions influence the quality  
of communication? 

•	 How do they impact your ability to use ac-
tive listening techniques?

Limited time can affect players’ flexibility and their 
ability to reach an agreement. However, with the 
right intention (the common good), a time limit can 
also encourage players to make decisions that ben-
efit the entire group.

•	 How did the flexibility of players change 
during the round?

•	 Did you feel pressed for time at the end of 
the round? What were the consequences?

When coming to agreement, it is crucial to es-
tablish a common goal and then meet the criteria  
for it (e.g. “We want to save the village so let’s 
focus on improving the red indicators.”).

•	 Did you have a common goal? Did it help you 
reach an agreement? 

•	 Which reminders helped you the most? 

The greater the trust between the team mem-
bers, the stronger their tendency to sacrifice their 
own interests for the common good.

•	 How would you rate your mutual trust?

•	 What did it depend on?

•	 How did it influence the decisions you made?

•	 What would happen without trust?

Appointing a strong leader who is recognised by 
the group helps establish the norms (e.g. only  
1 person at a time speaks, etc.) and encourages 
players to pursue the group’s interests by follow-
ing the leader’s example.

•	 Did a leader of the group emerge?

•	 How could you tell?

•	 What role did the leader play in the context 
of the communication and in the context of 
finding solutions?

•	 Can the influence of the leader in the group 
always look like in your case?

4.3. Applying the Experience to Reallife 70-125 minutes

Advise Me 30 minutes

At this stage, the participants already have substantial knowledge about communica-
tion. Now they must apply what they have learned to challenges in their daily life. 

1. Hand each participant a post-it note, and ask them to write down communi-
cation issues they have had professional or private life. For example, “When  
I tell my partner that something should be done differently that it was done  
in the past, he gets angry and offended.”

2. Collect the post-it notes from the participants, and put it in a hat, a basket etc.

3. Each participant should draw one. If someone draws their own “problem,” they 
must draw again.

4. Now they should take turns reading the problems outloud and offering solu-
tions. If you have time, let 2-3 people address the same problem. Be sure  
to also recommend your own solutions.

This exercise presents  
the broad context of com-
munication, so be sure to go 
beyond what the participants 
have learned in the workshop.
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Write it down! 15-30 minutes

Ideally, participants should leave the workshop with an awareness of how their com-
munication skills have developed. To do this, conduct the following exercise:

1. Hand each participant an A4 sheet of paper and a pin, and ask everyone  
to attach it to their backs.

2. Now they must write each other’s communication strengths on as many backs 
as possible.

3. After 10 minutes, the participants return to their seats and then read the feed-
back they have received.

4. If time allows for it, ask the players to read their feedback aloud and reflect 
with the group.

final Summary 30 minut

Conclude the workshop by letting each participant speak in front of the group. This can 
be done through a round of questions.

Ask these questions

•	 What have I learned about myself from this simulation?

•	 What do I want to change about my behaviour?

Begin the activity by answering these questions first. Then, ask other participants  
to respond, and move around the group going clockwise. Each answer should last  
no longer than 1 minute.

At the end of the workshop, the participants should:

•	 Know what increases and what decreases the quality of communication.

•	 Be able to constructively react in emotionally difficult situations (e.g. during 
conflicts).

•	 Know what active listening is.

•	 Be familiar with active listening techniques and be able to apply them  
in practice.

•	 Know their strengths as communicators and areas where they need improve-
ment.

•	 Determine individual goals to work towards in order to become better  
communicators. What have you learned from the game?



Good luck!
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